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Executive Summary
Located in northeastern St. Thomas, the
Smith Bay watershed is approximately 1.4
sq. miles and is divided into three main
subwatersheds, each draining to Water Bay,
Sugar Bay, and Lindquist Beach/Smith Bay.
The Smith Bay watershed offers a unique
opportunity to compare hydrologic
conditions and watershed health between
Water Bay and Lindquist Beach
subwatersheds, which represent a heavily
urbanized and a relatively undeveloped
drainage area, respectively. This report
describes watershed conditions and
presents management recommendations
based on field observations and input from
a very active community.
The overwhelming concern identified by
watershed stakeholders relates to
flooding in the Water Bay subwatershed
caused by extensive development,
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alteration of the natural guts and wetlands,
and inadequate drainage infrastructure.
Therefore, much of the attention on
restoration of watershed function revolves
around improving safety, minimizing
property damage, and reducing the amount
of time the community ball field is unusable
due to flooding.
Equally critical is the need to prevent similar
issues from happening in the other two
subwatersheds, particularly since
conservation measures are more costeffective than restoration.
The water quality of nearshore marine
waters is also a concern, as both Water Bay
and Smith Bay are considered “impaired” by
DPNR due to elevated dissolved oxygen, pH,
and turbidity levels as recorded by the
ambient and beach monitoring program.
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The Smith Bay watershed has the
potential to become the focal
point for watershed restoration
and conservation efforts on St.
Thomas.
This report is intended to inform the
residents, businesses, and resource
management agencies on how land use can
impact watershed hydrology and to offer
management suggestions for a
collaborative approach to reducing floods
and water quality problems moving
forward. Modeling suggests runoff volumes
and pollutant loads are significantly higher
in the Water Bay subwatershed than in the
other subwatersheds.
Three primary goals for watershed
management provide the framework for
recommendation priorities:
1. Reduce flood risks by improving
stormwater routing and providing
additional watershed storage capacity.
2. Improve water quality by reducing
nutrients and sediment contributions
to Smith Bay and Water Bay enough to
be removed from DPNR’s 303(d)
impaired listing by 2024.

infrastructure maintenance, stormwater
retrofit, wastewater improvements,
pollution prevention, and educational
actions are documented in this watershed
report.
Based on input from residents, businesses,
and agencies with a vested interest in the
Smith Bay Watershed, conceptual designs
were prepared for addressing flooding of
the Community Ball Field, broader drainage
improvements for Smith Bay Rd., and a
wastewater improvement project.
Implementation of priority management
actions over the next 10 years may
collectively cost upwards of $5M. Without
the active support of the Smith Bay
Community Action Foundation members,
property owners/managers, DPNR, DPW,
and others identified as key implementation
partners, it will be difficult to meet
watershed goals and protect remaining
watershed functions in Smith Bay.
Given the high visibility of the issues and
the activism of the local community, the
Smith Bay watershed has the potential to
become the focal point of watershed
restoration and conservation efforts on St.
Thomas.

3. Deliver four watershed education
messages or outreach opportunities
each year targeting at least two
audiences (i.e., residents, businesses,
agencies, or tourists).
To meet these management goals, 6
overarching recommendations and 25
specific actions are presented in Table E1,
along with a list of priority sites where
restoration and conservation opportunities
were identified. In total, over 110
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Table E.1. Summary of general and specific actions recommended for Smith Bay Watershed

Recommendation

1. Protect and
Restore Remaining
Natural
Infrastructure

2. Improve
Stormwater
Management on
Public and Private
Properties

General Actions (key partners)
1.1 Pursue open space protection opportunities with
willing land owners through tax-deductible land
donations and conservation easements. (DPNR-CZM,
VICS, Trust for VI Lands, TNC, Trust for Public Lands, or
the Conservation Fund)
1.2 Complete habitat inventories of remaining contiguous
forests, gut corridors, and wetlands in the Lindquist
Beach subwatershed. (DPNR-DFW and UVI)
1.3 Explore regulatory mechanisms and planning tools to
establish environmentally-sensitive development
requirements for the Lindquist Beach subwatershed.
(DPNR-CZM)
1.4 Further investigate areas of high infiltration potential.
(DPNR-DEP and UVI)
2.1 Increase the frequency of inspection and maintenance
of public drainage infrastructure; develop
comprehensive infrastructure maps; and quantify
annual maintenance costs. (DPW)
2.2 Incorporate stormwater treatment into redevelopment
projects and road/utility improvements. (DPNR and
DPW)
2.3 Require new and re-development projects to manage
runoff on site, demonstrate that offsite drainage will
not strain capacity of public infrastructure, or propose
off-site mitigation in case of hardship. (DPW and DPNR)
2.4 Address drainage problems at community ball field and
along Smith Bay Rd. (DPNR-CZM, VICS)
2.5 Encourage homeowners to implement one or more
stormwater improvements at home (VICS and DPNR)
2.6 Provide technical and grant assistance for retrofits at
resorts and other commercial properties (VICS)
2.7 Enforce erosion and sediment control at large and small
construction sites and stabilization of unpaved roads
(DPNR)

Specific Priorities

 Restoration of




Margaritaville
wetland/mitigation site
Conservation of
Lindquist Beach
wetlands/salt ponds
Restoration of Palm
Pond wetland and gut
connection
Protection of gut buffer
corridor and connected
forests in upper
Lindquist subwatershed

 Community ball field






design charette,
engineering, permitting,
and implementation
(two concepts
presented)
Smith Bay/Coki Pt. Rd.
master planning for
drainage improvement
(three concepts
presented)
Demonstration and
education retrofit at
Coral World
Stabilize unpaved roads
in Lindquist Beach
subwatershed and Cassi
Hill area.

 Survey OSDS in Emerald

3. Reduce the
Impact of Individual
Onsite Wastewater
Disposal Systems
(OSDS)

3.1 Further investigate suspicious discharges and conduct
water quality testing to determine if there is possible
wastewater contamination (DPNR).
3.2 Conduct a survey of residential and commercial onsite
wastewater disposal systems (e.g., septic systems) to
identify system type, age, size, and maintenance
history. (VICS, VIWMA, DPNR)
3.3 Demonstrate innovative OSDS for residential and small
commercial applications, including shared package
plant. (VIWMA, DPNR)
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Hill, Cassi Hill, and Coki
Rd. area.
Convert residential and
commercial users along
Smith Bay and Coki Pt
Rd. areas to 80,000 mgd
shared package system
(three-phased concept)
Ball field demonstration
of individual advanced
system
Smith Bay Park system
upgrade to include uphill
residential area
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Recommendation

General Actions (key partners)

4. Coordinate
Voluntary Pollution
Prevention
Activities

4.1 Provide technical assistance to interested site owners to
evaluate pollution sources and pollution prevention
options at potential stormwater “hotspots.”(VICS,
DPNR)
4.2 Organize trash cleanups and dumping prevention
efforts (VICS, VIWMA)

5. Promote
watershed
education and
stewardship

5.1 Residential education on onsite wastewater system
inspection, maintenance, and upgrades, as well as
homeowner stormwater management options. (Smith
Bay Community Action Foundation, Blue Flag-USVI,
VICS, DPNR)
5.2 Hotel/resort educational information for visitors, and
conference for facility managers on “green” practices
(Blue-Flag, VICS)
5.3 Target educational signage at key locations (Coral
World, BlueFlag-USVI, Margaritaville, DPW, Magens Bay
Authority, VICS, DPNR)
5.4 Smith Bay nature talks by UVI biologists (VICS, UVI)
5.5 Organize opportunities for public participation (VICS,
Blue-Flag)

Specific Priorities

 Voluntary pollution











6. Implement
paired-watershed
monitoring study

6.1. Establish watershed monitoring working group to
develop a robust long-term watershed monitoring plan
that can be used to compare hydrology across
subwatersheds and measure impact of restoration
improvements over time (VICS, UVI, and DPNR)
6.2 Collaborate on securing grant funds to support
monitoring effort (VICS, UVI, and DPNR)
6.3 Establish mechanisms for ensuring permitted activities
are integrated into watershed data collection (DPNR)
6.4 Provide real-time data collection observations online
for public awareness and data sharing.
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prevention at two
salvage
yards/equipment
storage areas
Dump sites near
Merchants Market and
in Emerald Hills
Coral World exhibit
Coordinated signage and
in-room messaging at
Margaritaville
Signage at Smith Bay
Park and at watershed
boundaries on Smith Bay
Rd.
Add watershed
messages to facebook
pages
Community design
charette for ball field
and road drainage
improvement projects
Develop a watershed
monitoring strategy
Establish monitoring
working group
Generate a better
understanding of
discharge characteristics
from major guts
Integrate required
monitoring from
permitted activities into
watershed monitoring
program

vii

Introduction
This report summarizes existing conditions, management recommendations, and watershed
education opportunities for the Smith Bay watershed on St. Thomas, Virgin Islands. The
information presented here is derived from a review of existing reports, mapping analyses,
stakeholder input, and field observations. The overwhelming concern identified by watershed
stakeholders relates to flooding along Smith Bay Rd., the community ball field, and Coki Pt. Rd.;
therefore, much of the attention on restoration of watershed function revolves around
addressing these issues. The Smith Bay watershed offers a unique opportunity to compare
hydrologic conditions and watershed health between Water Bay and Lindquist Beach
subwatersheds, which represent a heavily urbanized and a relatively undeveloped drainage
area, respectively. This report is intended to inform the residents, businesses, and resource
management agencies on how land use can impact watershed hydrology and to offer
management suggestions for a collaborative approach to reducing floods and water quality
problems moving forward.

Background
The Smith Bay watershed is approximately 870 acres (1.4 sq. miles) and located on the
northeast side of St. Thomas (Figure 1). The watershed can be divided into three main
subwatersheds, each draining to Water Bay, Sugar Bay, and Lindquist Beach/Smith Bay (Figure
2). The Water Bay portion of the watershed is the most heavily developed with single family
residential, Margaritaville and Pineapple Village resorts, Coral World, and a commercial
business strip along Smith Bay Rd. The terrain is steep and the roads act as the principal
drainage conveyance system that converges into the main gut at Margaritaville. There is a
central community ballfield, which is one of the few public parcels in the subwatershed. On the
other side of the watershed is the relatively undeveloped Lindquist Beach subwatershed. The
most notable uses here include a portion of Sugar Bay resort, Smith Bay Park, small portions of
residential areas, and a horse farm/paintball area. The VI government purchased the 21 acre
Smith Bay Park in late 2006 for $8.9 million to protect the area from development and maintain
public beach access. The Park is managed by the Magens Bay Authority. The transitional Sugar
Bay subwatershed contains both urban and rural characteristics. The notable landmarks in this
subwatershed include Sugar Bay resort, Water Bay Village Condos, the cemetery, Ace
Hardware, and surrounding single family development.
Significant hydrologic modification of this subwatershed has happened over time as former
wetlands were filled in the Pineapple Village and Margaritaville areas, natural guts throughout
the watershed were rerouted or filled, and vegetated lands throughout the watershed have
been converted to impervious cover (e.g., roads, parking lots, and buildings). These changes
have led to increased surface runoff from the surrounding watershed after a rain event, a
reduced capacity for flood storage, and more polluted discharges to the bay.
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This is in sharp contrast to the Lindquist Beach subwatershed that retains much of its natural
hydrology, as evident by the presence of extensive wetland complexes behind the beach, gut
channels that remain predominantly unaltered, and the high percentage of the watershed in
vegetative cover. The Sugar Bay subwatershed, while smaller than the others, has retained
some of its former hydrologic function, though the network of natural wetlands at Sugar Bay
resort have been converted into manicured stormwater management features. Figure 3
illustrates where subwatershed conditions have led to these issues. Table 1 summarizes
general characteristics of each subwatershed.
Figure 1. Watersheds of St. Thomas and Smith Bay Watershed
Location

Table 1. Characteristics of the Smith Bay Watershed

Drainage Area (acres)
Impervious Cover (%)
Wetland (acres/%)

2

100-yr Floodplain (%)
Road Length (miles)
Gut Length (miles)

1

2

3

2, 4

% Impacted gut buffer
% HSG- A&B Soils

4

5

Water Bay
Subwatershed

Sugar Bay
Subwatershed

Lindquist Beach
Subwatershed

Smith Bay
Watershed

458.3

179

225.2

862.5

29%

18%

8%

22%

4.4/1%

1.3/1%

18.7/8.3%

24.4/3%

26%

8%

23%

21%

18.5

3.5

3.7

25.8

2.1

1

0.7

3.7

85%

73%

10%

68%

7%

5%

1%

5%

1

Watersheds often begin showing signs of impairment (e.g., flooding, reduced recharge, poor water quality, &
biological impacts) at >10% impervious cover.
2
Wetlands provide watershed services such as flood storage and the protection of marine ecosystems from landbased sources of pollution.
3
Road miles can be an indicator of the extent of development and hydrologic modification.
4
Naturally vegetated riparian, wetland, and shoreline buffers help to maintain natural system functions. The % of
impacted 25-ft gut buffer can be an indicator of overall gut function.
5
HSG A and B type soils have capacity for infiltration and provide more stormwater retrofitting options.
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The signature watershed issue for
the Smith Bay community is the
chronic flooding problems in the
lower portions of the Water Bay
subwatershed. In addition, the
USVI Department of Planning and
Natural Resources 2016 Draft
Integrated Waters Report lists
water quality of Smith Bay and
Water Bay as “impaired” for
dissolved oxygen, pH, and turbidity.
Photo: Valerie Peters
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Figure 2. Smith Bay Watershed
Map

Coki Point

Pineapple
Village
Water Bay
Cassi Hill

Sugar Bay
Resort

Smith Bay

Emerald
Hill

Smith Bay
Park
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Figure 3. Factors influencing hydrology in the Smith Bay watershed
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Purpose
This report is part of the Smith Bay/Water Bay Nonpoint Source Pollution Education/Outreach
Project to engage the Smith Bay community and other stakeholders in characterizing conditions
and suggesting solutions to the stormwater problems in the watershed. There is no doubt that
environmental and public health & welfare threats exist due to uncontrolled stormwater runoff.
Public outrage over the situation is well known, especially as a result of flooding on Smith Bay
Road and standing water on Coki Point Road. The goals of this project are to inform the public
on the causes of the stormwater and NPS pollution problems they are witnessing in their
watershed, offer suggestions for alleviating those issues, and improving overall watershed awareness
through education and outreach. Ultimately, it is the intent of this watershed assessment and
planning process to better position the community to advance implementation of priority
restoration actions.

Methods
This effort involved a review of existing watershed information; field assessments to identify
sources and solutions; watershed modeling to help quantify the benefit of watershed
activities; stakeholder involvement; and the prioritization of watershed actions.
A number of existing studies, reports, design plans, and mapping information, were compiled
and reviewed at the beginning of the project. This information was used to characterize
watershed conditions, create watershed assessment maps, and identify any known problem
areas to further investigate. See Watershed Characterization section of this report for
information on existing conditions.
The project team conducted two reconnaissance trips to prepare for subsequent field
investigations and to meet with local residents. In November 2016, the project team with
support of DPNR staff, conducted watershed assessments and met with local residents, resort
managers, and businesses (Figures 4 and 5). A notification letter was sent to hotel managers
and pre-determined businesses in advance of the field assessment in order to schedule on site
meetings and facility tours. Eighteen sites were pre-identified prior based on mapping analysis
and input from stakeholders, including known problem areas, wastewater facilities, large
expanses of impervious cover, guts crossings, and known restoration sites. Field crews went to
each of these areas to map drainage flow paths, take gut cross-sectional dimensions, talk to site
owners, and identify sources of pollution and potential restoration opportunities. Table 4
summarizes information on the permitted wastewater facilities in Smith Bay. Most were visited
during field work, except for Water Bay Village Condos, Point Pleasant and Pineapple Village.
Field verification of mapping information and on the ground conditions was used as input into
the watershed models (see the Watershed Modeling section). A test pit was conducted in the
ball field on Wednesday morning to ascertain soil type and depth to groundwater.
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Figure 4. Site assessments were conducted to evaluate sources of pollution and drainage issues, and to identify potential
opportunities to improve watershed health.

Source control opportunities at commercial
properties

Gut and wetland assessments

Evaluating variety of land use that
could contribute sediment

Look for opportunities to enhance
existing stormwater infrastructure

Evaluating wastewater facilities
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Figure 2. Photos from field assessments illustrating extent of investigations

Inspecting residential construction sites for erosion
control measures

Inspecting federal construction site

Investigating main gut discharge location in Water
Bay

Investigating gut widening and wetland creation project at
Margaritaville
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Over 35 structural restoration projects were identified during the watershed assessment
ranging from stormwater retrofits, erosion control, infrastructure repair or maintenance
typically for road drainage structures, and pollution prevention or source control opportunities.
In addition to these, there are a number of non-structural opportunities identified in the
watershed to provide a comprehensive look at the suite of watershed protection and
restoration tools. See section of this report on Restoration Opportunities and
Recommendations.
Of these opportunities, three were identified as priorities for advancing conceptual designs by
the project team based on input from stakeholders. They include: 1) multiple concepts for
addressing flooding at the ball field; 2) options for alleviating drainage issues along Smith Bay
Rd.; and 3) a wastewater improvement project to convert residents and businesses in the
Water Bay subwatershed from onsite septic systems to a decentralized package treatment
plant. See the Implementation Strategy section of this report for a preliminary schedule for
getting projects implemented over the next 10 years.
Engagement of watershed stakeholders and project communication was conducted through
townhall meetings, public events, a website at www.horsleywitten.com/smithbay, and social
media (Facebook). Public meetings were coordinated with the Smith Bay Community Action
Foundation (Figure 5).
Figure Road
5. Information gathering through community meetings and
soil tests.

Soil test pit, Smith Bay Ballfield.

Input from the Smith Bay
community on watershed
issues and management
priorities.
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Watershed Characterization
This section documents existing watershed hydrology, soils, land use, ecology, and relevant
infrastructure information based on a review of available studies and field observations (see
Appendix A for references). This is not an exhaustive summary, rather it is intended to provide
a quick reference guide for information to support the planning process.

HydrologyMean annual precipitation for Smith Bay and Water Bay ranges between 39-42 inches/year
(NOAA 2006). Cadmus (2011) used long-term NOAA National Climatic Data Center data from
the Redhook Bay and Wintberg rain gauge stations to calculate frequency and storm depths for
Redhook, Smith, and Mandal Bay watersheds (Table 2). Wet and dry seasons are not sharply
defined, but May through November (particularly Sept.–Nov.) is typically the wettest period
(DPNR, 2002; Nemeth and Platenberg, 2007). Gómez-Gómez and Heisel (1980) estimated
annual evapotranspiration rates for the USVI to average about 39 inches/year.
Table 2. Smith Bay Watershed Rainfall Stats

Magnitudes (inches) of 24-hour Duration Storms by Return Intervals
1
Year

2
Years

5
Years

10
Years

25 Years

50 Years

100
Years

2.9

3.9

5.8

7.5

9.8

11.8

13.9

Northeast St. Thomas
(21020001010020)

Depth (inches) per Percentile Storm
th

th

90 Percentile

95 Percentile

Mean

1.3
1.1

2.0
1.6

0.6
0.5

Redhook Bay (677600)
Wintberg (679450)

Number of Days per Year/Month with Storm Depth > 0.5 inches
Yr

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Redhook Bay (677600)

16

1

0

1

1

2

1

1

2

2

2

2

1

Wintberg (679450)

20

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

2

3

3

3

2

When it rains in a natural watershed, stormwater is intercepted and absorbed by vegetation,
infiltrated into the ground, or safely conveyed through guts down steep hillsides and into
wetlands before ultimately discharging to the sea. Mangroves, salt ponds, and freshwater
wetlands are important watershed resources since they serve to hold and slow runoff, trapping
sediments and alleviating upland flooding. Natural guts are typically steep channels, 3-12 feet
wide, with a rocky substrate and sparse understory vegetation (Nemeth and Platenberg, 2007).
With few exceptions, guts in the USVI do not maintain perennial flow. Most guts only flow
during and immediately after heavy rain events or during extended periods of saturation,
although gut pools can persist where springs are intercepted. Only a few have a direct
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connection to marine waters, as they are often separated by natural berms/bars, salt ponds, or
other wetland complexes.
Because of the predominately steep slopes, guts can see rapid flows during storm events;
however, after the most frequent storms (smaller events), most of the rainfall evaporates
and/or infiltrates into the ground rather than discharging as surface flow at the bottom of the
watershed (Rennis et al., 2006). A study on the St. Thomas East End, where average annual
rainfall is approximately 40 inches, estimated that only between 2-8% of the total rainfall is
ultimately discharged to marine waters (Rennis et al.,2006). The ability of guts to provide
infiltration has anecdotally been reported as extremely high based on results from stormwater
retrofit projects installed in Coral Bay, St. John (per. com., Coral Bay Community Council, 2012).
The amount of runoff during more frequent, smaller storms shows extreme variability, due in
part to the antecedent soil moisture conditions (Cadmus, 2011). Surface soils generally have
high permeability rates, which unless saturated, allow for the infiltration of a high percentage
of the small rainfall events. However, runoff response to large storm events often results in
high volumes of surface runoff during and immediately after rainfall.
Little is known about the biological communities associated with guts, and how the ecological
function of guts is influenced by changing runoff patterns is not well understood in the USVI.
Guts form the most extensive network of freshwater habitat in the USVI and are critical for
several species of fish and shrimp requiring both fresh and marine water (Gardner, 2008). Guts
provide nesting area, foraging habitat, and migration corridors for birds, bats, and other wildlife
including a number of known rare and endangered fauna and flora. Permanent pools are a
significant habitat component.
The development of Water Bay subwatershed is a classic example of how watershed conversion
to impervious surfaces, coupled with drastic reductions in wetland capacity and gut alteration
can result in significant hydrologic impacts (e.g., increased runoff volumes, reduced infiltration,
increased flooding frequency) even during small rain events (Figure 6). It is no surprised that in
highly developed areas of the USVI, guts are viewed primarily by residents as stormwater
conveyances, dumping locations, and as threats to infrastructure (Gardner et al., 2008). The
hydrology of the Water Bay subwatershed was severely impacted when wetlands were filled for
the development of what is now Pineapple Village and Margaritaville. The small Palm Pond
wetland upstream of Coki Pt. Road and the wetland area east of the community ballfield are
the remaining components of this system. They have been partially disconnected from the gut
network by roads and artificially constricted by 90 degree turns along the main gut. Much of
the remaining gut network has also been altered (e.g., paved over, relocated around properties,
concreted, or piped, or buffer vegetation removed). Even though Sugar Bay subwatershed
development also impacted natural wetlands, they retained a system of surface
ponds/wetlands for managing storm and wastewater. Less impacts are seen in Lindquist Beach
subwatershed where protective wetlands remain and development is less dense.
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Figure 6. Flooding of the parking lot at Pineapple Village/Margaritaville
or along Smith Bay Rd./Cassie Hill area are directly related to commercial
and residential development that modified natural hydrology without
providing for alternative drainage options. Gut widening at the outlet by
Margaritaville and new drain inlets along Coki Pt. Rd. may help alleviate
some localized flooding, however these improvements will do little to
address upstream flooding concerns. Photos: Valerie Peters

The western portion of Smith Bay Rd. and Cassie Hill development overtime displaced the
existing gut without providing a new drainage system; therefore the road surface is the primary
transport mechanism for ever-increasing runoff from the contributing hillsides. Above
Cubanos, flows from multiple guts converge and are eventually diverted around the Smith Bay
Business Complex. This entire area is flood-prone and flood velocities are dangerously high.
Flows are carried down Smith Bay Rd. to the intersection above the ballfield, where most flows
split towards Coki Pt. Rd or continue down Smith Bay Rd. This drainage eventually enters the
gut/wetland systems at low points above Pineapple Village, the ballfield, or the adjacent
wetland area. Margaritaville is currently cleaning out/widening the main gut outlet to Water
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Bay, however constrictions still existing upstream that will continue to cause backups in the
residential area (i.e., culverts connecting Pond Palm Mangrove to Pineapple Village is acting as
a pinch point due to undersized pipes and 90 degree turn).
Figure 7 shows the locations of the key drainage problems. Figure 8 shows the extent of the
100-yr floodplain and the amount of development that has taken place within areas of high
potential flooding. Sea level rise projections have been recently modeled for the area (see
Appendix B).
Currently, USVI buffer protection regulations prohibits “…the cutting or injury of any tree or
vegetation within 30’ of the center of any natural watercourse, or within 25’ of the edge of such
watercourse, whichever is greater.” Figure 9 shows where along the gut network impairments
to the natural channel and the riparian buffer have occurred. Gut conditions were evaluated at
a number of locations along the network, including characterization of bank stability, channel
alteration, and buffer condition. Appendix C provides information collected at each station,
including photos. In general, gut conditions were considered poor in Water Bay, with marginalsuboptimal conditions in Sugar Bay. No natural guts were evaluated in Lindquist Beach due to
access issues; however, riparian buffers were optimal in that subwatershed.

Geology
Volcanic in origin, St. Thomas topography is dominated by mountainous slopes, lacks much
coastal plain, and has an extremely irregular coastline with many embayments. Rainfall tends
to convert to surface rather than subsurface flow due to thin, clayey soils and relatively
impermeable underlying rock. Figure 10 is an excerpt from the USDA soil survey geological
map. The soil survey indicates that the general soil types for our study area are the FredriksdalSusannaberg-Dorothea association, which are relatively shallow and well-drained (though
percolation rates are slow) and located on steep to very steep summits and side. USDA (2000)
classifies watershed soils as Fredrikstad, with layers characterized as follows:
 Surface: 0 to 7 inches, dark reddish brown very gravelly clay loam
 Subsurface: 7 to 12 inches, reddish brown very gravelly clay loam
 Bedrock: 12 to 16 inches, weathered igneous; 16 to 60 inches, unweathered igneous
Figure 11 shows the USGS soil classification hydrologic soil groups (HSG). Most of the
watershed is HSG D soils (low infiltration capacity, high runoff) with small pockets of B soils
(relatively good for infiltration, lower runoff). A 6-ft deep test pit between the ball field and the
basketball court was dug with a backhoe to more closely evaluate soil conditions in the ball
field (Figure 12). It revealed 0-8 inches of Horizon A and 8-24 inches Horizon B of consistent
clay material, with < 1% course material, which is extremely non- permeable. This would
explain why the field surface stays so wet after rain events; evapotranspiration may be the
predominant fate of runoff ponding in this area. Groundwater weeping was observed at 60
inches, but evidence of redox features indicated an estimated depth to seasonal high
groundwater closer to 3 ft.
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Figure 7. Locations of drainage issues
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Figure 8. Altered guts and riparian buffers; locations of gut evaluations
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Figure 9. Floodplain Map
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Figure 10. Altered guts and riparian buffers; locations of gut evaluations
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Figure 11. Soils and Well Location Map
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Figure 12. Test pit information from Smith Bay Ballfield
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Smith and Ajayi (1983) estimated groundwater recharge to be at 0.2 and 0.7 inches per year
coastal and inland, respectively. Figure 13 shows that aquifer storage is primarily in fractured
bedrock and that the extent of alluvial aquifers is small. The Smith Bay watershed has a
number of alluvial aquifers along the coast. As a result, there is a high concentration of wells in
the Smith Bay watershed (see Figure 11).
Figure 13. Principal Aquifers (taken from USGS, 1996)

The 1998 Watershed Assessment report by DPNR and NRCS included the following information
related to groundwater in the Smith Bay area:
A review of recent reports indicates that the groundwater table elevation in the Smith Bay
area of St. Thomas has declined from approximately 30 to 40 feet below ground level (bgl)
in 1990 to more than 100 feet bgl at the present time. Consequently, the water quality in
the aquifer is declining due to intrusion of more saline water from the sea. This overall
decline in groundwater levels and water quality in the Smith Bay aquifer results from
heavy pumping of several production wells that tap the aquifer, greatly exceeding the
estimated recharge rate. The collective pumping rates during the past several years from
private wells and commercial water companies tapping the Smith Bay aquifer have been
as high as 140,000 gpd - almost three times the sustainable amount. Continued pumping
at these high rates will cause irreversible damage to the aquifer.

Land Use
There is a stark contrast in land use between the Water Bay and the Lindquist Beach

subwatersheds (Figure 14). Water Bay is much more urbanized with extensive resort,
residential, and commercial areas compared to the mostly forested/vacant land remaining in
Lindquist. This split offers an opportunity to illustrate differences in natural vs. altered
hydrology, as well as to provide a restoration vs. a conservation approach to watershed
management. Appendix D shows historical photos of the watershed.
Roads, roof tops, parking lots, and compacted soils associated with urbanization result in less
infiltration of stormwater into the ground and more surface runoff. Surface runoff can erode
Smith Bay Watershed Plan
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conveyances (e.g., guts, roadways), damage infrastructure, and result in increased flood peaks
and frequencies. Runoff often conveys pollutants to downstream waterbodies and can cause
fluctuations in salinity, pond water levels, as well as increased water temperatures. In general,
impacts to water quality, aquatic biota, gut morphology, and hydrologic functions are observed
in watersheds with 10% or greater impervious cover (CWP, 2003). Based on existing impervious
cover mapping (Figure 15), the Water Bay subwatershed has an estimated 29% impervious
cover, Sugar Bay 18%, and Lindquist Beach has 8%. The total Smith Bay watershed has over
20% impervious cover.
Table 3 includes a breakdown in general land use categories as defined by the USVI government
(in the GIS parcels layer). This land use mapping data is general, and may not accurately reflect
current conditions in all cases.
There are four publicly-owned parcels in the watershed (see Appendix E) including the ballfield,
cemetery, Smith Bay Park, and a small lot along Coki Pt. Rd., which may be part of the Palm
Pond Mangrove wetland (Figure 16). Therefore, there is not a lot of public land available for
stormwater improvements. There are a number of privately-owned properties that are located
within the floodplain or at strategic locations in watershed that could be integrated into a large
capital improvement projects or conserved for maintaining natural watershed functions.
Watershed buildout and changing land use conditions are hard to predict. Three construction
sites, a residential, federal building, and resort/stream channel project were all evaluated in the
field. The federal site offered good examples of erosion and sediment control implementation.
Both the residential site and Margaritaville site could be improved. The residential site was
called in for enforcement action by DPNR staff. Figure 17 shows the boundary between Tier I
and Tier II permitting jurisdictions.
Table 3. Land use breakdown for Smith Bay Watershed
Area (ac) / Percent of Area (%)
Land Use
Smith Bay
Water Bay
Sugar Bay
Watershed
Low Density Residential
67.1/7.8%
59.3 / 12.9%
Medium Density
243.0/28%
208.2 / 45.4%
18.3 / 10.2%
Residential
Resort/Multifamily
66.1/7.7%
31.8 / 6.9%
30.6 / 17.1%
Waterfront/Marine,
Public Facilities, Retail
7.3/0.8%
7.5 / 1.6%
Commercial
Road
68.8/8%
48.7 / 10.6%
8.6 / 4.8%
Industrial
1.4/0.2%
1.4 / 0.3%
Manufacturing
Undeveloped
404.7/46.9%
99.6 / 21.7%
121.7 / 67.9%
Parks/Recreation/Open
4.1/0.5%
2.0 / 0.4%
Space/Ag
Total
862.5
458
179
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Lindquist Beach
7.8 / 3.5%
16.5 / 7.3%
3.7 / 1.6%

11.5 / 5.1%

183.4 / 81.5%
2.1 / 0.9%
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Figure 14. Watershed Land Use (provided by DPNR)
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Figure 15. Watershed Impervious Cover Map (Digital Coast Data, 2007)
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Figure 16. Public and private parcels in the Watershed (MapGeo USVI)
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Figure 17. Tier I and Tier II boundaries
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Ecology
A thorough evaluation of the flora and fauna found in the Smith Bay watershed is beyond the
scope of this effort, however some of the information documented by DFW, UVI, NOAA and
others is summarized below.
A good portion of the Lindquist Beach subwatershed is still contiguous, undeveloped land with
drought and semi decidoius forest vegetative cover (Figure 18). Large connected tracts of
native forest is a limited resource on St. Thomas, and this area in Lindquist should be further
inventoried for conservation species of interest, including rare plants. Lindsay et al. (2009)
describes the bats of St. Thomas, which includes a monitroing station at Lindquist. No specific
information was provided on the number or species of bats thought to utilize the Smith Bay
area; however, Lindsay et al (2009) cite the importance of continuous tracts of natural forests
to the survival of all species of bats on the islands, since forests are critical for providing food,
flyways, freshwater, roosts, cover, and recovery from natural disasters.
Figure 19 is a map of the marine benthic habitats in the Smith Bay area (NOAA Digital Coast,
2007), as well as the water quality assessment units and monitoring stations for DPNR’s water
quality and beach monitoring programs (see discussion of water quality in next section). Figure
20 shows the types of wetland habitats located in the Smith Bay watershed, which include
mangrove, saltpond, gut, and seagrass habitats. Platenberg (2006) provides a general
description of the ecological benefits and human uses of these systems, as well as the species
commonly found in them. Table 4 summarizes some of the species common to these areas,
although this is not a specific inventory to Smith Bay.
A sensitive species index was compiled in 2000 by NOAA (see Figure 21). Smith Bay provides
habitat for the endangered green sea turtle, as well as for the endangered Virgin Islands tree
boa. Harvey and Platenberg (2009) show observations and predictions of tree boa habitat for
St. Thomas (Figure 22). Snakes are predominantly found in low elevation coastal areas on the
southeastern side of St. Thomas in non-stony soils, where woody plants are 5–10 m tall, and
vegetation contiguous(e.g. mangroves, drought deciduous forests, thicket/scrub).
Table 4. Common and rare species associated with wetland habitats on St. Thomas (from Platenberg, 2006)
Biota
Mangrove
Salt Pond
Gut
Seagrass

Plants

Red Mangrove
Black Mangrove
White Mangrove
Buttonwood
Gris-gris / Black Olive
Blue Justicia
Seaside Maho
Seagrape
Pond Apple
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Red Mangrove
White Mangrove
Black Mangrove
Buttonwood
Seaside Maho
Seagrape
Sea Purselane
Pond Apple
Seashore Rush Grass
Wigeongrass

Flatsedge (Papyrus)
Sedge-Carex
Pond Apple
Gris-gris / Black Olive
Kapok
Sandbox
Castor Bean
Genip
Yellow Prickle
Tyre Palm
Manjack
Scorpiontail
Burro
Hophead Philippine Violet
St. Patrick Bush

Shoal Grass
Manatee Grass
Turtle Grass
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Biota

Mangrove

Invertebrates

Great Land Crab
Fiddler Crab
Mangrove Crab
Blue Crab
Spiny Lobster
Mangrove Oyster

Fish

Green Moray
Schoolmaster
Gray Snapper
Mutton Snapper
Yellowtail Snapper Dwarf
Herring
Spotfin Mojarra
Tomtate
French Grunt
Bluestriped Grunt
Sea Bream
Foureye
Butterflyfish
Barracuda
Slippery Dick
Sharpnose Puffer
Checkered Puffer
Tarpon

Salt Pond
Great Land Crab
Fiddler Crab
Mangrove Crab
Blue Crab
Brine Shrimp
Water Boatman
Water Scavenger Beetle
Rainpool Spreadwing
Rambur’s Forktail
Roseate Skimmer

Tarpon

Amphibians

White-lipped Frog

Reptiles

Crested Anole
Green Iguana
Common Ground Lizard

Crested Anole
Green Iguana

Cattle Egret
Great Blue Heron
Great Egret
Little Blue Heron
Black-crowned & Yellowcrowned Night-Heron
Mangrove Cuckoo
Yellow Warbler

Blue-winged Teal
White-cheeked Pintail
Brown Pelican
Little Blue Heron
Green Heron
Black-bellied Plover
Snowy Plover
Wilson’s Plover
Semipalmated Plover
Black-necked Stilt
Greater Yellowlegs
Lesser Yellowlegs
Spotted Sandpiper
Ruddy Turnstone
Semipalmated Sandpiper

Birds
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Gut
Soldier Crab
Freshwater shrimp
Waterboatmen
Water Scavenger Beetle
Diving Beetle
Rainpool Spreadwing
Rambur’s Forktail
Roseate Skimmer

American Eel
Mozambique Tilapia
Mountain Mullet Sirajo
Goby Guppy

Antillean Frog
Whistling Frog
Mute Frog
Cuban Treefrog
Crested Anole
Barred Anole
Green Iguana
Red-footed Tortoise

Little Blue Heron
Green Heron
Zenaida Dove
Bridled Quail-Dove
Pearly-eyed Thrasher
Louisiana Waterthrush
Black-throated Blue Warbler

Seagrass
Queen Conch
Cushion Sea Star
Ghost Shrimp
Green Snapping
Shrimp
Spiny Lobster

Blackear Wrasse
Nassau Grouper
Peacock Flounder
Grass Scorpionfish
Seargeant Major
Spotted Goatfish
Southern Stingray
Garden Eel

Green Turtle

Brown Booby
Brown Pelican
Laughing Gull
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Figure 18. Terrestrial Vegetation (Digital Coast Data, 2007)
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Figure 19. Benthic Habitat and Water Quality Assessment Units (DPNR, no date)
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Figure 20. Wetland habitats on east end of St. Thomas (excerpt from Platenberg, 2006).
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Figure 21. NOAA and NRCS Environmental Sensitivity Map (2000).
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Figure 22. (Top) Tree boa observations on St. Thomas from 1982 to 2006; (Bottom) relative probability of
occurrence (taken from Harvey and Platenberg, 2009).
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Water Quality
DPNR is responsible for implementing and enforcing Territorial water quality standards and
pollution control laws under the federal Clean Water Act. Smith Bay is listed Class B, defined as,
“Marine and coastal waters designated for the maintenance and propagation of desirable
species of aquatic life and for primary contact recreation” (USVI Water Quality Standards, Title
12, Chapter 7, Section 186-1(n)). DPNR administers two water quality monitoring programs—
Ambient and Beach Monitoring—that evaluate a variety of water quality parameters. Figure 19
shows the locations of assessment units and monitoring stations in the Smith Bay area. Data
collected in these programs is used to protect public health and improve notification of beach
closures; help determine effluent permit limits; develop various waterbody impairment listings;
re-designate waterbody uses; and develop new water quality standards.
Since 2008, both Water Bay and Smith Bay have been considered by DPNR to be impaired for
Dissolved oxygen, turbidity, and pH (See Table 5). As of the draft 2016 integrated waters
report, Water Bay assessment unit (VI-STT-18 with ambient monitoring station STT-19 and VI
Beach Program monitoring station VI591668) is still listed for Dissolved Oxygen and pH. Smith
Bay (VI-STT-19, with ambient monitoring station STT-20 and VI Beach Program monitoring
station VI431925) remains listed for Dissolved Oxygen and Turbidity. Wastewater discharges
from on-site treatment systems (septic systems and similar decentralized systems) are cited as
likely main sources of pollution (DPNR 2016, 2014). These assessment units are considered low
priority for TMDL development.
Table 5. Assessment units near Smith Bay Watershed (excerpt from DPNR, 2014).

Table 6 summarizes some of the ambient water quality data from the two ambient monitoring
stations in Water bay (STT-19) and Smith (Lindquist) bay (STT-20) from September 2013 and
September 2015. Beach program data was not provided. The 2015 Water Quality Standards
for the listed parameters are included in the table. It is worth noting that Water Bay is exempt
from the turbidity criteria. Also, the MPN/100 ml unit of bacteria measurement processed
from monitoring samples is not the same as the CFU/100ml unit in the bacteria standard.
These units are not comparable. Also, total phosphorous appears to be a new parameter that
has not been monitored previously.
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Table 6. 9/18/13-9/2/15 Ambient Water Quality Sampling Results
Smith Bay (Lindquist) STT-20
2015 Water Quality
Parameter (unit)
Standard
n
Max
Min
AVG
n
no more than 0.1
pH
deviation from normal;
16
8.2
8.07
8.12
16
range within 7.0-8.3
TSS (mg/l)
no standard
8
3.4
<1
2.59
8
less than or equal to 3
Turbidity (NTU)
NTU (Water Bay
16
1.8
0
0.36
16
excluded from criteria )
30 day geometric mean
Enterococcus
<30 CFU/100ml; 10% of
8
<10
<10
-8
(MPN/100ml)*
samples >110
CFU/100ml
greater than or equal
Dissolved oxygen (mg/l)
14
8.12 5.92
7.07
14
to 5.5 mg/l
Total Phosphorous (ug/l) shall not exceed 50 ug/l
Not collected
*MPN/100 ml is different sampling unit than CFU/100ml of standard

Water Bay STT-19
Max
Min
AVG
8.24

8.07

8.15

6

1.7

3.63

8.1

0

1.40

10

<10

--

11.92

6.83

8.13

Infrastructure
Wastewater management in the USVI is constrained by a number of factors--poor suitability of
soils for conventional on-site disposal systems (OSDS) being one of the more significant. When
the soil layer is shallow (<2 ft), effluent from septic systems or cesspools is not effectively
filtered and can release bacteria, nutrients, and other contaminants to the surface or to
groundwater through open joints and fractures of the bedrock. DPNR sponsored a Septic
System Study for the Virgin Islands that found “the vast majority of the Islands’ land areas are
unsuitable for (septic) soil absorption systems.” They determined that thousands of septic
systems currently in operation are located in areas that are inappropriate for (septic) disposal
and represent not only a hazard to the environment, but also a risk to the Public’s Health
(Kimball Chase Engineering, 1993). Cadmus (2011) modeled the suitability of OSDS in the USVI
and confirmed that much of the area is not suitable for conventional or even some alternative
OSDS (Figure 23). Smith Bay does not have municipal wastewater collection or treatment for
residential homes, so these findings that most of the subject area is unsuitable for OSDSs is
significant (Figure 24). There is no information on the type of OSDS in the watershed,
performance of these systems, or tracking of inspection and maintenance.
There are six small package systems for the resorts, Water Bay Village Condos, and Smith Bay
Park. Each is permitted by DEP through the Territorial Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
(TPDES) program (Table 7). During field investigations, it was found that wastewater facilities
at resort/hotels appeared to be operating effectively. Also, some of these systems have
available capacity for future growth. The real wastewater issues appeared to be with private,
residential OSDS. In some extreme instances, building additions have been constructed on top
of OSDS, property owner’s have no way of maintaining and cleaning out systems, direct
discharges were found on properties which experience constant flood waters.
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Figure 23. Suitability of conventional (trench and bed) and alternative OSDS in USVI (taken from Cadmus, 2011)

Table 7. Facilities with TPDES permits in the Smith Bay Watershed.

Property /
Facility
Margaritaville
Village
Club/Pineapple
Village
Sugar Bay Club &
Resort
Water Bay
Village
Condominiums
Point Pleasant
Resort

TPDES
permit #

Wastewater Process
and/or Product

Permitted
Daily Max
Flow, MGD

Disposal Type

Comments

VI0082415

Secondary Treatment
Reverse Osmosis Brine

0.16
.225

Landscape
Irrigation
Storm Sewer Inlet

Appears to be SBR
with chlorination for
disinfection

VI0040461

Secondary Treatment
Reverse Osmosis Brine

0.110
0.230

Landscape
Irrigation Pond

VI0001215

Treated Wastewater

.016

Irrigation

Secondary Treatment
Reverse Osmosis Brine
Secondary Treatment
Stormwater Runoff
Caribbean reef
Encounter Exhibit
Vacuum

.025
.015

Irrigation System
Rock Swale

MBR with chlorine
disinfection
Secondary treatment
with aeration tank and
chlorine disinfection
Treatment plant was
not located.

.022
NA
.002

Irrigation
Water Bay
Water Bay

Appears to be
activated sludge
process with chlorine
disinfection

Secondary Treatment

.004

Irrigation

MicroFAST 4.5
treatment unit

VI0040193

Coral World Inc.

VI0040291

Smith Bay Park

NA
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Figure 24. Wastewater package systems and OSDS suitability map.
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An inventory of stormwater infrastructure (e.g., culverts, drain inlets, outfalls, and existing
BMPs) was conducted and evaluated as part of field investigations. Tables 8-11 include a
summary of structures, including dimensions and maintenance issues observed. Figure 25
shows photos of existing stormwater BMPs. Of the 82 structures mapped and evaluated, 40%
were in need of maintenance.
Figures 26-29 show the locations of infrastructure and highlight the structures in need of
cleaning, repair, or replacement. Smith Bay Park offers a great example of structured porous
surfacing.
Table 8. Existing Culverts (shading indicates maintenance need)

ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Description
Concrete; Clogged with sediment
Cannot see pipe; Over tops road/ undermining
Concrete pipe and headwall
Single, 12” CMP Arch; Culvert/gut crossing
Single, 24” Outlet to swale
Triple, 36” CMP Circular; Culvert/headwall under private property
36” CMP Circular; Driveway crossing feeding into gut
24” Double, Culvert
12” Concrete culvert under new raised road; Swale returns flow to the gut
Ask Amy Dempsey for pineapple village swale plans
12” Single CMP Circular; Outfall pipe takes drainage from parking lot, drives.
Roof drainage recycled. Outfall has hardened swale.
12” Single, CMP Circular Culvert crossing road towards wetland adjacent to
Margaritaville
24” CMP Circular; VC 24 "
24” CMP Circular, single pipe; Culvert under road
24” Single, 30 in half full culvert. Discharges across road to a vegetated area.
Appears that this is where the ghut is.
24” Single, Downstream headwall
36” Single, CMP Circular Head wall with culvert at sugar bay
18” Double Concrete, Outfall channel; Earth; 6' w top 3' deep 5'w bottom
42” Single CMP Circular Steel pipe
18” CMP Circular? Ductile iron/steel?
36” Single; Concrete swale to drop inlet
18” CMP culvert
Single, CMP culvert
24” Single, Concrete pipe & headwall
36” Single, CMP Circular Culvert crossing; 1/2 full with sediment; 4" PVC
24” Single, Concrete Head wall culvert; Sediment accumulation; 75% capacity
Uncontrolled road runoff
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Maintenance
Clogged, Needs Cleaning
Good condition
Good condition
Good condition
Good condition
Good condition
Clogged, Needs Cleaning
Good condition
Good condition
Good condition
Good condition
Good condition
Clogged, Needs Cleaning
Good condition
Good condition
Good condition
Good condition
Good condition
Good condition
Good condition
Good condition
Good condition
Clogged, Needs Cleaning
Clogged, Needs Cleaning
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Table 9. Catchbasins and drain inlets (shading indicates maintenance need)

ID
6
7
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

21
22
23
25
26
27
28
29

Description
Takes concrete swale & up gradient gut runoff into culvert
Double catch basin
Full of water
Outlet 24"; Invert 3' down
Small slotted drain that appears to pipe out via 2 small pipes 4 in?
Lowest point in parking lot. Takes all of parking lot and drive. Full of
sediment. Need to clean out.
Discharges to open air tank and has an overflow to the drainage system
Swale goes overland down steep hillside in the direction of Margaritaville
ghut. See video of drainage area.
Catch basin. Could not find outlet. Appears that some of the water goes
overland towards water down hillsides.
Concrete swale, drains down drive. Appears that overflows may go across
drive down the stairs
Appears that road drains to structure. Could not see pipes out/in. Could
not find outfall. Wood structure. Will need to replace with a concrete
structure in near future as wood is rotting.
Concrete swale from road. This swale crosses the street and continues to
the low point in the open flat area.
Concrete swale takes flows from above and channelizes. Flow crosses the
road and continues to low point, which is open area at bottom of the hill.
36 in out. No pipes in. 3 pipes outlet from bldg. 4” diameter. Not clear
where the water comes from or where 36” pipe goes, but looks like the
pipe goes towards another catch basin that is full of sediment.
Catch basin is full. Cannot see where outlet pipe is, but owner notes that it
discharges through the wall and is a small pipe. Concrete swale on other
side of wall that leads to 30 in culvert.
Swale goes off into adjacent low point. See video
24 in
3' rap in/out; 4.3' from rim
Invert. down 6.7'; 36" invert out no inlet
Overland inlet; Low point; Evidence of ponding/wetland
3 inlet structure filled with gravel; ADA parking aisle; plan on adding plants
12" in 2.5 from rim; 12" out 2.6 from rim
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Maintenance
Clogged, Needs Cleaning
Clogged, Needs Cleaning
Major Repair/replacement
Major Repair/replacement
Good Condition
Clogged, Needs Cleaning
Clogged, Needs Cleaning
Minor Repairs Needed
Good condition
Good condition
Minor Repairs Needed
Good condition
Clogged, Needs Cleaning
Good Condition

Clogged, Needs Cleaning
Good condition
Good condition
Good Condition
Good Condition
Minor Repairs Needed
Clogged, Needs Cleaning
Good Condition
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Table 10. Other Drainage Infrastructure (shading indicates maintenance need)

ID
1
2
3
4
DMH-1
O-1
O-2
O-3
O-4
O-5
O-6
O-7
O-8
TD-1
TD-2
TD-3
TD-4
TD-5
TD-6
S1
S2
S18

Description

Maintenance

Dip/cross drain/ water bar
Road drainage crossing. Road from hill that is channelized into swale
crosses here and sheet flows over open parcel. Drains toward road.
Concrete swale. Appears to go along wall. Well vegetated
Concrete swale; Both sides of the road; No gut crossing
Cross Drain
Drain Manhole
Open dmh clogged trash or smh; 12" in 12" out; Bad trash odor
Outfalls
Drainage in wall from Ed Thomas property
Buried
Sugar Bay Outfall, stormwater and wastewater
Discharge from road; Curb cut
Possible outfall at Smith Bay (aka Lindquist Beach)
12" dia; Rip rap washout
Pond outlet; Flow witnessed only 2 times 5 years
Low point; Flows off road
Trench drains
Trench/ gut crossing; 1.2' d x 3'
Trench drain gut at pv; Concrete channel 24" x 10"
Drainage swale/channel; Approx. 9' w 3.5d
End swale
Trench drain
Ace hardware parking lot; 8" x 12"; 12" dia outlet
Swales
Swale. Ends of swale @ gut
Swale; Scouring & erosion
Concrete swale

Good condition
Clogged, Needs Cleaning
Good Condition
Good condition
Major Repair/replacement
Good Condition
Major Repair/replacement
Good condition
Clogged, Needs Cleaning
Good Condition
Minor Repairs Needed
Good Condition
Good Condition
Major Repair/replacement
Clogged, Needs Cleaning
Major Repair/replacement
Major Repair/replacement
Clogged, Needs Cleaning
Good Condition
Minor Repairs Needed
Minor Repairs Needed
Good Condition

Table 11. Existing Stormwater Facilities (BMPs)

ID

SB-1

SB-2
SB-3
SB-4
SB-5/6
SB-7
SB-8

Description
a) Detention basin/wet meadow at
confluence in front of Sugar Bay Resort.
Supports wet vegetation. b) leads to
series of lagoons of varying levels of
mangrove vegetation that combine nonused grey water and stormwater
Small basin at entrance to Margaritaville
Gravel-pave permeable pavement
system at parking lot and at two pullouts
at Smith Bay Park
Detention basin at Merchant’s Market
Swales at Sugar Bay Resort
Oil/Grit Separator, not accessible
Old Farm pond with spillway
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DA
(acres)

IA (acres)

Maintenance

148.8
(for 1a
only)

23
(for 1a only)

Good Condition, check
clogging at outlet

0.54

0.54

Minor repairs needed

1.4

--

0.88
3.4
---

0.59
2
---

Good condition
Minor repairs needed
Good condition
Unknown
Good condition
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Figure25. Existing Stormwater BMPs in the Smith Bay Watershed

Gravel Pave permeable parking surfaces at Smith Bay Park

Shallow, vegetated detention basin and series of ponds at Sugar Bay Resort

Basin at Margaritaville entrance
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Basin at Merchant Market
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Figure 26. Culvert location and maintenance evaluation
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Figure 27. Catchbasin and drain inlet maintenance evaluation
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Figure 28. Other drainage infrastructure
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Figure 29. Existing Stormwater BMPs
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Watershed Modeling
Three watershed models were used to further characterize relative pollutant loads and runoff
volume between the Smith Bay subwatersheds, and to estimate peak flow rates for a portion of
the Water Bay subwatershed draining to the main gut. More data (e.g., contributions of septic
systems, advanced retrofit designs) are needed before useful load reduction estimates of restoration
actions can be made.

Pollutant Loading
The Watershed Treatment Model (WTM) is a public-domain, spreadsheet model used to
estimate annual pollutant loads for sediment, nutrients (total nitrogen and total phosphorus),
and bacteria, as well as annual stormwater runoff volumes. The model relies principally on the
following primary inputs: annual rainfall; drainage area sizing; land use and corresponding
standard pollutant loading and runoff coefficients; and soil data, including type and depth to
groundwater. In addition, the WTM allows the user to evaluate a host of other secondary
sources of pollutants, such as onsite wastewater systems, channel erosion, and turf
management, if known. Existing land use, soils, and impervious cover GIS data were used to
generate model input. Field observations on pollutant sources, gut characteristics, and other
watershed factors were used to adjust model input variables. Unless otherwise noted, the
WTM analysis uses default values derived from US national averages or regional data for the
primary and secondary sources. The WTM also has the capability to evaluate the effects of
structural (e.g., stormwater practices) and non-structural management practices (e.g.,
efficiency of erosion and sediment control enforcement programs), which makes it a useful
watershed planning tool for predicting current and future scenarios. Depending on the quality
of input data, the WTM can be used to quickly generate relative comparisons across
watersheds, or it can be used to quantify loads when verified by monitoring data.
Annual total sediment, nutrients, and bacteria loads are estimated to be higher in Water Bay
compared to the other two subwatersheds (Figure 30). In some cases, pollutant loads are 2070 times higher for Water Bay than for Lindquist Beach. Runoff volume estimated for each
subwatershed show a similar pattern, with Water Bay 5-7 times higher than the other two
subwatersheds. Table 12 shows a breakdown for each subwatershed of the sources of each
pollutant. The main source of nutrients is wastewater discharge from package systems at the
resorts and condos. When effluent from these facilities is removed from the model, the total
nutrient load drops dramatically (Figure 31). There are a number of model input assumptions
that can change the relative contribution of sources and annual loading results. More detail on
the assumptions used and how to interpret findings can be found in Appendix F. Again, these
results are intended to make relative comparisons across the watershed, rather than
generating a definitive load quantity.
DPNR-CZM recently used the Open N-SPECT Model to estimate relative sediment loads to Smith
Bay (per. com. Pedro Nieves). Figure 32 shows more sediment is delivered to Water Bay
annually than from the outlets in the other subwatersheds. Sugar Bay has a larger predicted
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sediment load than Lindquist. The N-SPECT model results are significantly higher than WTM
results, but show a similar pattern across the three subwatersheds.
Figure 30. Relative sediment, bacteria and nutrient loads and runoff volume predicted by WTM
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Table 12. Existing Load Allocations by Source within each Subwatershed

Water Bay
Urban Land
5.8%

Sugar Bay
Forest
1.4%
Rural Land
0.1%
Illicit
Connections
0.4%

Channel
Erosion
0.4%

Septic
Systems
7.2%

Septic
Systems
0.6%

Channel
Erosion
0.1%

Urban Land
1.7%

Lindquist Beach
Septic
Systems,
5.1%

Forest
1.3%
Illicit
Connections
0.1%

Urban Land,
21.0%

TN

Point
Sources,
23.1%

Channel
Erosion,
1.0%

Point Sources
85.5%

Existing TN Load Allocation
Septic
Systems,
2.2%

Urban Land,
2.0%

Forest, 45.8%

Point Sources
96.2%

Existing TN Load Allocation

Channel
Erosion, 0.6%
Illicit
Connections,
0.1%

Septic
Systems
0.2%

Channel
Erosion
0.1%

Urban Land
0.5%

Forest
0.2%

Rural Land,
1.1%
Illicit
Connections,
3.0%
Existing TN

Load Allocation

Septic
Systems,
3.5%
Channel
Erosion, 3.1%

TP

Urban Land,
15.1%

Forest, 15.0%

Point
Sources,
94.9%

Point Sources
99.1%

Point
Sources,
59.6%
Rural
Land, 1.0%
Illicit
Connections,
2.7%

Existing TP Load Allocation
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Water Bay
Illicit
Connections,
Rural 0.2%

Point
Sources,
1.8%

Land, 0.1%

Sugar Bay

Lindquist Beach
Illicit
Connections,
0.5%
Rural Land,
0.8%

Septic
Systems
2%

Septic
Systems,
5.5%

Forest, 3.8%

Urban Land
25%

TSS

Urban Land,
41.4%

Urban Land,
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Channel
Erosion
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Forest, 45.9%
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Forest
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Sources,
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Bacteria
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Figure 31. Change in annual nutrient load when wastewater treatment facilities are excluded
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Figure 32. OpenNSPECT model showing sediment discharge and sources (Nieves, 2017)
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Soil erosivity and relative watershed erosion was grossly estimated across the Caribbean by the
World Resources Institute and NOAA in 2005 using the N-SPECT model, which is based on the
Revised Universal Soil Loss Equation (USDA, 1989). Results illustrated in Figure 33 show a
relative erosion potential of St. Thomas watersheds based on slope, soil erosivity, rainfall, and
land cover conditions (top); a mean relative erosion potential (middle); and relative sediment
delivery potential to embayments (bottom). Sediment delivery is a function of the overall
watershed size and a delivery ratio accounting for number of outlet points.
Figure 33. Erosion potential modeling for St. Thomas (WRI and NOAA, 2005)
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Hydrologic Model
Hydrologic analyses were completed to evaluate how (and how much) drainage moves through
the Water Bay subwatershed under four standard design storm depths (e.g., 2-yr, 24-hr storm
of 2.9” of rain). It should be noted that this analysis should not be interpreted as a flood
inundation modeling effort, which would require additional topographic data and a more
sophisticated modeling approach. Better measurements correlating flood events with rainfall
amounts would help improve our ability to estimate volume reduction and flood avoidance
benefits of proposed restoration projects.
Twelve smaller catchment units were delineated using topographic maps and field investigation
to identify locations where surface flow enters Smith Bay Rd. and how that flow moves to
various outlets including the gut crossing on Coki Rd. and the Ballfield/wetland complex (Figure
34). These groupings can change between low and high rainfall events, but are shown here as
being representative of average conditions.
HydroCAD by Software Solutions, LLC. is a Computer Aided Design program for modeling the
hydrology and hydraulics of stormwater runoff. It uses techniques developed by the Natural
Resources Conservation Service combined with hydrology calculations to help users determine
if a drainage structures are sized adequately to handle various amounts of runoff. HydroCAD
was used for modeling portions of the Waters Bay subwatershed to better understand the
amount of water that is being accumulated and how quickly it is getting to downhill locations.
Using HydoCAD and GIS, anticipated runoff volumes and peak flow estimates were generated
for each catchment based on simple modeling assumptions related to drainage area, rainfall,
land use, soils, and various runoff factors.
Table 13 summarizes the general features of each catchment, including adjusted impervious
cover to account for cisterns, and a target volume for 1”inch rain event, which is considered the
volume to manage for best pollutant removal (aka, the water quality volume).
Table 14 summarizes flow and runoff volume generated by each catchment along Smith Bay
and Coki Pt. Roads that is routed to the Coki Rd./Gut crossing, the Ballfield, the small wetland
area adjacent to the ballfield, or directly to the Bay. All of these areas (other than the direct
discharge areas) ultimately converge to discharge to the main gut at Margaritaville. This
information could be used for quantifying the potential flow reduction and water quality
benefits of watershed drainage improvements.
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Table 13. Smith Bay Sub Watersheds Summary
Total
Impervious
Roof Area
Catchment
Area
Area (acres)
(acres)
(acres)
1
9.31
68.84
1.74
2
3
4

Imp Area Roof Area
(acres)

WQV*
(ac-ft)

WQV
(cf)**

%
Impervious

7.56

0.63

27452

13.5%

22.74

3.20

0.55

2.65

0.22

9611

14.1%

46.58

16.42

3.67

12.74

1.06

46264

35.3%

11.43

4.50

1.15

3.35

0.28

12157

39.3%

5

12.46

3.28

0.55

2.73

0.23

9915

26.4%

6

4.48

1.60

0.14

1.46

0.12

5311

35.8%

7

34.39

10.08

2.75

7.33

0.61

26608

29.3%

8

40.24

8.80

2.07

6.73

0.56

24445

21.9%

9

6.39

3.35

0.69

2.67

0.22

9674

52.5%

10

11.80

5.35

1.15

4.20

0.35

15244

45.3%

11

26.31

65.61
4.59
21.72
1.81
78847
40.1%
12
13.20
40.36
2.07
11.14
0.93
40421
32.7%
* WQV = Water Quality Volume - The first inch of rain that falls on the impervious area during a rain storm
** There are 7.48 gallons in a cubic foot

Table 14. Max flow (cubic feet per second) and total volume (acre feet) during four design storms
Design Storm (rainfall depth inches)
1 YR (2.9")

DA

2 YR (3.9")

10 YR (7.5")

100 (13.90")

Flow (cfs)

Volume (acft)

Flow
(cfs)

Volume
(ac-ft)

Flow
(cfs)

Volume
(ac-ft)

Flow
(cfs)

Volume
(ac-ft)

1

57.6

6.7

95.6

11.1

242.1

28.6

505.9

61.7

2

25.3

2.0

43.1

3.4

112.9

9.1

240.1

20.0

3

39.0

3.9

67.8

6.6

183.2

18.1

394.8

40.3

4

22.1

1.3

34.6

2.1

81.1

5.1

162.8

10.7

5

17.3

1.4

27.6

2.2

66.6

5.4

135.8

11.5

6

6.2

0.3

11.7

0.5

34.8

1.5

78.3

3.6

7

10.4

1.5

23.2

3.0

83.1

10.2

205.4

25.5

8

14.1

1.5

33.8

3.2

128.4

11.3

324.4

29.0

9

11.2

0.5

19.0

0.8

49.2

2.2

103.7

4.9

10

16.8

1.2

27.6

1.9

69.2

4.9

143.4

10.6

11

73.0

7.1

117.1

11.5

284.1

28.6

580.4

60.3

12

40.9

4.4

65.7

7.0

159.7

17.5

326.6

37.1
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Figure 34. Catchment Delineations in Water Bay
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Watershed Opportunities and Recommendations
A variety of opportunities for watershed restoration and conservation were identified during
the rapid watershed assessment and from conversations with residents, community leaders,
and other watershed stakeholders. A set of six overall watershed recommendations and
specific actions are described below.

1. Protect and Restore Remaining Natural Infrastructure
Wetlands, floodplain and shoreline buffers, pockets of permeable soils, and forest canopy all
provide hydrologic services for the Smith Bay Watershed. While many of these features have
been lost in the Water Bay subwatershed, Sugar Bay and Lindquist Beach subwatersheds still
retain some of this natural infrastructure. Protecting these areas is ultimately more costeffective than restoring lost watershed functions. Ideally, a master plan outlining an
interconnected, open space framework could be developed with a goal of preserving and
restoring critical hydrologic features, alleviating flooding and improving the safety and welfare
of residents. Some areas are in hazardous flood zones and are already abandoned or would be
difficult to build on. There is not a lot of public land in the watershed that could be used to
enhance watershed function. Publically owned land includes: the Ball field, Pond Palm
Mangrove, and Smith Bay Park. There are a few privately-owned properties that could be
integrated into potential improvement projects, if easements or buyouts could be negotiated.
More investigations are needed on legal mechanisms to establish open space and identify
where priority lands and interested landowners intersect. To this end, general recommended
actions include the following:
1.1 Pursue open space protection opportunities with willing land owners for lands currently
providing hydrologic functions or areas associated with watershed restoration
opportunities. Prioritize options for tax-deductible land donations (fee simple or through
conservation easements) under a contract with a non-profit such as VICS, Trust for VI
Lands (TVIL), TNC, Trust for Public Lands, or the Conservation Fund. DPNR should work to
identify sources of funding to support public land acquisition, including buyout and
relocation funding programs such as FEMA’s Hazard Mitigation Grant Program and
Housing and Urban Development’s Disaster Recovery Initiative.
1.2 Work with biologists at DFW and UVI to complete habitat inventories of remaining
contiguous forests, gut corridors, and wetlands in the Lindquist Beach subwatershed to
identify rare plants, catalogue tree boas and other sensitive species, and evaluate wetland
functional capacity.
1.3 DPNR should explore regulatory mechanisms and planning tools (e.g., zoning overlay,
open space lot requirements), to establish environmentally-sensitive development
requirements for the Lindquist Beach subwatershed. For example, development or
redevelopment within this subwatershed should have more stringent gut and wetland
buffer protections (e.g., 200-ft setbacks), site design criteria (e.g., minimize development
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footprint), and enhanced stormwater and wastewater treatment requirements (e.g., on
site runoff management, shared package plants).
1.4 Further investigate areas of infiltration potential in coordination with DPNR-DEP
groundwater program. Given the density of groundwater wells in the area, areas with
high recharge potential should be identified and protected.
Some specific opportunities to maintain or restore some of that functionality include four key
wetland restoration and open space protection options shown in Figure 35 and summarized in
Table 15. Vacant parcel locations and ownership information are provided in Appendix C.
Table 15. Key watershed areas to focus wetland restoration and land conservation efforts
ID

Description

Recommendation

Priority

Relative
Cost*

The wetland area east of the
Smith Bay ball field has been
previously identified for
mitigation work associated with
the cleanout of the main gut at
Margaritaville. It is unclear if this
project is still a go based on
discussions with facility managers
who indicated that additional
Phases of the gut project were no
longer needed.
Shoreline parcels containing two
remaining wetlands behind the
beach are privately-owned. The
majority of these parcels are
wetland/floodplain area and it is
imperative to preserve function.

This wetland has been impacted and
continues to accept drainage from
Smith Bay Road. It has the potential to
be restored to increase storage
1. Margaritaville
capacity, improve habitat, and
Wetland
incorporate upstream water quality
High
$-$$
Mitigation Site
treatment. Recommend coordinating
with Margaritaville, Amy Dempsey,
DFW, and CZM on feasibility of
expanding original mitigation plan to
meet other watershed goals.
Coordinate with CZM, TNC, VICS,
Magens Bay Authority, and property
2. Lindquist
owners to see if there is interest and
Wetland
High
$-$$$$
what feasible mechanisms exist for
Conservation
conservation (e.g., donations,
easements, acquisition).
Assess hydrologic and ecological
function of Palm Pond wetland.
3. Palm Pond
This area is a pinch-point for
Restore hydraulic connectivity
Area and Phase
flooding and there is already a
between wetland and gut (e.g.,
II of
Med
$-$$
restoration plan for Phase II of
eliminate 90 degree turn). Conduct
Margaritaville
the gut project.
feasibility study to enhance wetland
Gut
capacity and identify options for
relocating structures out of flood plain.
Coordinate with DPNR, TNC, VICS,
4. Gut corridor
Magens Bay Authority, and property
Much of the land area remains
and forest
owners to see if conservation
undeveloped in the upper
protection in
easements or other mechanism are
subwatershed and there are a
Low
$-$$$$
upper Lindquist
feasible, particularly along gut
relatively few number of
Beach
corridors. Alternatively, work with
property owners.
subwatershed
agencies to ensure environmentallysensitive development criteria
*relative costs are compared across all watershed opportunities, where $ is < $50k; $$ < $100k; $$$ < $500k; and
$$$$<$1M. Costs are extremely variable for land conservation initiatives depending on mechanisms ranging from
tax-deductable easements to land acquisition.
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Figure 35. General areas for focusing open space protection and wetland restoration efforts (blue shading
indicates flood zones)








2. Improve Stormwater Management on Public and Private Properties
Flooding is one of the key watershed issues identified by local residents and businesses,
particularly in the Water Bay subwatershed. A number of factors contribute to this issue,
including unmanaged surface runoff generated by impervious cover, gut alterations, wetland
loss, and inadequate drainage infrastructure. In particular, development above and along
Smith Bay Rd. has led to an increased volume of surface runoff that is conveyed along the road
from Cassi Hill towards the intersection with Coki Pt. Rd. Most of this runoff continues down to
the gut at Pineapple Village/Margaritaville, or towards the ball field. Similarly, runoff from
Emerald Hill drains down to Smith Bay Rd. relatively unmanaged, and eventually discharges
between the ball field and the wetland area to the east. Drainage from hill-side residential
areas runs between homes and on the road surface where there is little existing drainage
infrastructure. Where there are ditches and drain pipes, they tend to be undersized, clogged,
and inadequate for managing even the small, frequent rainfall events. In addition to localized
flooding, unmanaged stormwater runoff carries with it pollutants (e.g., oil, sediment) washed
from pavement. There are only a handful of stormwater management facilities in the
watershed designed to clean runoff before discharge to the bay.
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There are many opportunities to improve overall stormwater management in the watershed on
both public and private properties. Fixing existing drainage problems is more costly than
preventing new stormwater issues. To this end, general recommended actions include the
following:
2.1 DPW should increase the frequency of inspection and maintenance of public drainage
infrastructure. Of the 82 existing structures mapped and evaluated (see Tables 8-11),
almost 40% were in need of maintenance or repair. Much local knowledge exists on the
location of chronic problem areas, which culverts are undersized, and which drains are
prone to clogging. To capitalize on this information and to develop a prioritized
maintenance schedule, DPW should strive towards developing comprehensive
infrastructure maps. Understanding the full extent and condition of infrastructure will
help DPW quantify annual maintenance budgets and schedule improvement/repairs.
2.2 Require stormwater water quality treatment or volume reduction be incorporated into
private redevelopment projects and public road and utility improvements, at least in the
Water Bay subwatershed. These redevelopment and repair projects offer the best (and
sometimes, only) opportunity to improve existing conditions in a highly urban setting.
DPNR should condition construction permit applicants to provide additional on-site water
quality treatment (e.g., sediment collection, filtering, infiltration, rainwater harvesting) in
addition to improved conveyance, especially where there is no current management
provided. For example, neither Phase I or Phase II of the Coki Pt Rd. improvement
projects incorporated water quality treatment into road drainage improvements.
2.3 New developments and redevelopment projects that increase off-site discharge to public
roads, particularly Smith Bay Rd., should be discouraged. Smith Bay Rd. cannot handle the
current runoff volume and any new development above the road could add to that
volume unless properly managed on-site. Applicants should show that they are matching
pre and post-development discharge on-site, demonstrate that additional flows will not
strain capacity of public drainage infrastructure, or propose off-site mitigation in case of
hardship. DPW should collaborate with DPNR to review and approve stormwater
discharges onto public roads.
2.4 Address drainage problems at community ball field and along Smith Bay Rd. While there
are a number of stormwater retrofit opportunities for Smith Bay (see Table 16), the most
highly visible and desirable community project is related to reducing the flooding nuisance
at the Smith Bay ball field and improving drainage and safety along Smith Bay Rd.
Multiple concepts for these improvements have been provided to jumpstart
implementation discussions (see Appendix H). Further refinement of design plans should
occur based on input from agency and community stakeholders.
2.5 VICS and DPNR should encourage homeowners to reduce their stormwater runoff
contribution through community awareness campaigns and residential demonstration
projects. Widespread cistern use is common and vegetation grows well, however
retrofitting existing properties in high density, steep areas such as Emerald Hill, will be
more challenging than for new residential construction. Even in these areas, however,
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there are a number of practices that homeowners may be able to implement on their
properties, including:
a. Increasing cistern capacity to manage more rooftop runoff;
b. Capture and store driveway runoff for irrigation or slow release;
c. Use permeable designs for driveways, patios, and walkways (using gravel/grass
paver systems, permeable pavers), or incorporate linear gravel trenches alongside to
collect runoff);
d. Driveway runoff diversions to lawn, landscaping, or rain gardens to prevent runoff
from flowing onto public road or neighboring properties;
e. Terraced rain gardens or planters to provide opportunities to trap runoff on-site and
slow velocities;
f. Temporary or permanent green roofs for flat roofs where runoff is not collected in
cisterns. Could be as simple as storing potted plants on roof;
g. Plant native trees and shrubs to stabilize soils, improve evapotranspiration, and
provide canopy for rainwater interception;
h. Establish vegetated buffers along guts to stabilize banks and encourage non-erosive
sheet flow;
i. Consider amending soils where “pervious” areas are overly compacted to encourage
vegetative growth and to improve infiltration;
j. Stabilize areas of exposed soil to prevent erosion, especially driveway cut slopes,
with vegetation, rock, or other; and
k. Ensure that outdoor storage of materials are stormwater-safe, use drip pans under
leaking cars, and make sure washwater from cars, mop buckets, etc. does not drain
to road.
2.6 VICS should provide technical assistance to resorts and commercial owners of existing
stormwater management practices to ensure practices are meeting original performance
goals, or to retrofit facilities to enhance treatment. VICS could help identify grants or
other finding opportunities for retrofitting private properties, particularly where
educational opportunities exist (e.g., Coral World).
2.7 Aggressively enforce erosion and sediment control at construction sites along Smith Bay
Rd. and for small construction sites in the upper watershed that can contribute sediment
laden discharge onto public roads or guts. Work collaboratively with private owners to
stabilize unpaved roads (area near horse farm and in upper Cassi Hill) and at publiclyowned parcels such as the Cemetery.
Specific infrastructure repair or stormwater improvements are shown in Figure 36 and
summarized in Table 16. Plans for recently constructed or pending restoration projects, (i.e.,
DPW’s Phase I and Phase II Coki Pt. Rd. improvements; Coral World’s Dolphinarium
construction; Margaritaville gut restoration or wetland mitigation; URS 2005 Suzanna Blvd
drainage improvements) are not included in this list (see Appendix A). Field sketches for some
of the projects can be found in Appendix G. Design concepts for the ball field and for options
to improve drainage along Smith Bay Rd. are discussed in Appendix H.
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Table 16. Opportunities for Improved Stormwater Management Identified during Smith Bay Watershed Assessment
ID

Description

Priority

Relative
Cost**

High

$-$$

Low

$

Med

$

Med

$

Low

$-$$

Low

$$

114/115
Smith Bay
Business
Center*

Steep parking lot transitions to dirt road on south side. Potential erosion at bottom of slope and exposure of a lot of
erodible soils. Runoff from Cemetery parking lot is eroding hillside at edge of parking lot where water discharges at curb.
Public land. Add more rip rap at curb cut outfall. Consider stabilizing access drive/road with gravel, or putting BMP in
parking lot to limit runoff to dirt road. Rainwater collection and reuse can be used for irrigation to help maintain
vegetation and prevent erosion on slopes. See site sketch, Appendix G
Runoff from building flows overland to road directly, including roof runoff. Rain from storage facility (behind) drains to
trench drains. Pipes appear to drain to street, but it's not clear where outfall is. Capture roof runoff to cisterns or
planters or cistern (if reuse is desired). See site sketch, Appendix G
Water appears to run down the street and can puddle here before getting into drain inlet. Erosion potential is high.
Small parking area. Stabilize road drainage into formal swale to address water quality before discharging into wetland
downstream. High visibility across from Margaritaville entrance and next to tot lot. See site sketch, Appendix G
Flow appears to mostly go overland into concrete swales or down road to the low point. Need to clean out swales. Could
not find WW treatment facility. Recommend directing flow into multiple low cost bios/rain gardens, at existing low spots.
Formalize road drainage to a swale to reduce erosion potential.
Bermed grass and walls around property. Runoff from upstream likely flows behind berm, against the wall. Clear erosion
and incising. Likely also ponds in corner where holes in wall are. Crosses road into ball field. Recommend addressing
upstream flows by installing BMPs to manage flow before it gets to church, including check dams in roadside swales,
stepped bios (hwy 386), or gravel infiltration trench. May be able to install underground storage in church parking lot.
Would need to pipe flows across to a BMP in or near to ball field.
Gut running in road gutter along retaining wall, flooding adjacent properties. When complex constructed, they filled in a
dry gut, now floods onto road and adjacent properties. Utilize road ROW and adjacent retaining wall for swale or
additional storage. Use existing landscape island for treatment (e.g., terraced bioretention or bioswale) with outlet back
to gutter line. See site sketch in Appendix G and concept plans in Appendix H

116
Suzanne
Blvd.

Runoff flowing between homes at low point, down steep hill results in localized residential flooding. Recommend
formalizing of drainage via swale and some stabilizing of slopes. Reduce velocities with check dams? This may be difficult
as it runs through residential properties.

Low

$$

117/118
Coral World

117. Parking lot drains to one catch basin and direct discharge (untreated) to shoreline outfall. Sand in lot.. A number of
options exist, but challenging due to limited space. Missed opportunities with recent construction. Could do island
bioretention or sediment trap before outfall. Work with Matt and Valerie to develop concept. This would be a highly
visible location to demonstrate green infrastructure as part of an overarching watershed education program. See site
sketch, Appendix G
118. Ponding along edge of Coral World parking/roadway adjacent to WWTP Runoff flows directly to ocean. Given
constraints, consider installation of water quality unit prior to discharge. Install berm to direct runoff to BMP, such as
bioretention area (ID #117), or to catchbasin. See site sketch, Appendix G

High

$-$$

101/102
Smith Bay
Eastern
Cemetery
103 Picaso’s
Coffee Bar
104 Small
local park/
playground
105 Water
Bay Village
Condos
109
Apostolic
Faith Church
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ID

201/206-208
Ball field*

202 wetland
east of ball
field*

203-205
Emerald Hill

209211/#220
Cassie Hill*

Description
201. Field floods from off-site runoff from road that weeps/overtop wall or comes in through adjacent road entrance.
Soils prevent infiltration. Observations of 1' of ponding. Gut contributes to flooding when backed up. This is the number
one priority site in the watershed based on community concerns. A number of options exist, with most basic being to
regrade field and install tile drains. More comprehensive options incorporate water quality improvement, as well as flood
prevention, and education. See site sketch in Appendix G and concept plans in Appendix H
206. Drainage channel connection from Ball field into gut. Signs of sedimentation and erosion. Clear and grub existing
vegetation to formalize drainage channel and increase visibility and access for maintenance. See Ball field concepts plans.
207. Road runoff coming down Emerald Hill Road during heavy rain events hops roadway crown and flows into Ball field.
Install diversion mechanism to further divert runoff around and behind existing building. See Ball field concept plans for
means of rerouting runoff to gut.
208. Road runoff flooding Ball field, enters park through retaining wall weep holes at bus stop. Remove unnecessary
pavement on top side of retaining wall. Incorporate infiltration practice and sediment trap on high side of wall to promote
minor pretreatment prior to runoff overtopping wall.
Road runoff drains directly into wetland area where Margaritaville mitigation project is to occur. Provide pretreatment of
runoff prior to discharge into wetland by formalizing inlet and adding a sediment forebay. Connect with Amy Dempsey
and Margaritaville. See site sketch in Appendix G and concept plans in Appendix H
203. West edge of Emerald Hill Road has break in gutter. Runoff is diverted off roadway. Stabilize slope with angular rock
to attenuate runoff velocity and catch sediment and debris.
204. Break in curb diverts runoff off roadway and down hillside. Formalize drainage by either closing curb break to retain
runoff or add inlet structure to safely control runoff through a closed pipe system down the hill.

Priority

Relative
Cost**

High

$$$

High

$

Low

$

High

$$

Med

$

Med

$

205. Minor roadway off of Emerald Hill Road. No formalized drainage, runoff from hillside flow over road and continues
to the hill. Illegal dumping of miscellaneous trash and debris. Stabilize slope with turf reinforced matting. Low visibility
from Emerald Hill Road makes this location vulnerable to illegal dumping. Use signage to raise awareness.
209. Confluence point of 4 catchments. Chronic sedimentation due to erosion up gradient. Residential homeowner has
boardwalk to enter home due to constant flooding in front yard. No quick solution, issue up-gradient need to be
addressed. Possible easement needed to formalize basin or other pretreatment to control runoff prior to Smith Bay Rd.
#220 on concept plan. Pretreatment basin south of Cubano’s. Design to retain maximum volume up to water quality,
install inlet structures to control runoff and prevent flood flows from runoff down Smith Bay Road.
210. Erosion due to uncontrolled road runoff. Leading to unstabilized road shoulders and sedimentation downhill. Check
dam to reduce runoff velocity and trap sediment at the source. Stabilize eroding bank with erosion control blanket and
overseed with dense grass mix to further repair.
211. Low point on dirt road. Could be a large contributor of sediment being deposited into the adjacent gut near Mario’s
property. Install concrete low point/Dip with stabilized outlet into gut or a drop inlet structure with inlet to gut.
Coordinate with DPW?
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ID
212
Horse Farm

213/217
Coki Pt.Rd*

Description
Existing depression at the horse farm is acting as a drainage pond. Berm seems to be highly permeable which is letting
water out and is causing problems down gradient. Problems include large scour marks in existing recreational area.
Possible that “paintball area” may also experience high amount of flooding. Restore pond and repair berm. Use pond as
part of drainage control for future development. Could control a good portion of runoff in subwatershed.
213. Low point along Coki Point Road. On-going flooding in roadway leading to sediment, trash and debris clogging
drainage swale. Raise roadway, super-elevate pitch of new surface from south to north to ensure runoff floods swale
before roadway. Install outlet structure with trash guard.

Priority

Relative
Cost**

Med

$$

High

$-$$

217. Sediment accumulation in concrete swale along road. Lost capacity, in need of maintenance. Create pretreatment
forebay to reduce maintenance burden and retrofit as a vegetated swale.

214A/B. Two locations where road runoff runs down driveways and contributes to flooding of residential properties.
Recommend low profile waterbars, with concrete or asphalt to prevent runoff from leaving roadway and impacting
High
$
residents. See Smith Bay Rd. improvement concept plan.
214/216/
216. Gut has been filled/re-routed by development. Floods properties. Property owners have channelized flow around
#223
properties. Trench drain at road crossing is undersized. Varies options at this location to formalize drainage in closed pipe
High
$$
Residential
system or create open system with check dams, increase trench capacity, redirect discharge. See drainage improvement
area above
concept plans. Increase trench capacity.
Coki Pt. Rd.* #223 on Smith Bay Rd improvement concept plan. Development and road corridors have filled historic gut and natural
High
drainage patterns leading to intense flooding and sedimentation. See concept plans for re-establishing gut corridor as a
(see
$$-$$$
green-belt through residential area. Restoring natural floodplain area by acquiring high-risk, flood-prone properties.
options)
Outlet to existing gut “Green Belt” = Gut Creation
218
Confluence of two guts in front of Sugar Bay resort. Low grass basin provides storage, discharges to pond system. No
Sugar Bay
problem. Further investigate drainage to ponds. Possibly increase capacity and treatment. Expand wet meadow and
Low
$
Resort
improve habitat quality.
215. Washout. Stabilization. Fix drainage. DPW?
215/219
219. Ace Hardware. Check to see if there is treatment of parking lot runoff before discharge into gut at trench drain. Low
Smith Bay Rd
High
$
point in road floods/ lots of sediment. To protect natural resources, recommend adding pretreatment forebay along
(Lindquist)
roadway for high visibility and easy maintenance access. Protect wetland features.
#221. Privately owned vacant lot on Smith Bay Rd. Potential for green-streets or other stormwater improvement project
Low
$$
#221/301
to provide water quality treatment for road runoff. See Smith Bay Rd. drainage plans.
Smith Bay
301. Single-family residential construction site owned by sunshine investors across from Smith Bay Business Complex had
Rd. *
High
$
inadequate erosion and sediment control. Inspect frequently to ensure proper installation and maintain of ESC measures.
*included in concept designs for ball field and smith bay rd. drainage improvements (Appendix H)
**relative costs are compared across all watershed opportunities, where $ is < $50k; $$ < $100k; $$$ < $500k; and $$$$<$1M. Costs do not include land
acquisition.
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Figure 36. Stormwater Improvement Opportunities.
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3. Reduce the Impact of Individual Onsite Wastewater Disposal Systems
Little is known about the impact of onsite wastewater disposal systems (OSDS) in the USVI,
even though much of islands’ area is not deemed suitable for conventional septic systems.
System type, age, maintenance frequencies, and average failure rates of residential and
commercial OSDS in the Smith Bay watershed are not well-documented. In 2014, Coral Bay
Community Council conducted a survey of over 100 residents and businesses to better
understand the wastewater systems in Coral Bay. They found that over 70% of residences have
conventional septic systems installed before 2002, and that 55% have not been pumped within
the last 5 years (or longer). CBCC is in the initial stages of a monitoring study to evaluate
treatment performance of a number of operating systems. Without an inventory of individual
systems, or an adequate understanding of subsurface discharge patterns and groundwater
quality, it is difficult to evaluate the significance of septic system contributions to water quality
issues in Smith Bay. There is no sewer service in the Smith Bay watershed, so opportunities to
reduce reliance on OSDS are limited. There are six small package systems in the watershed
providing secondary treatment including a shared facility at Margaritaville/Pineapple Village, Pt.
Pleasant, Sugar Bay, Coral World, Water Bay Village Condos and Smith Bay Park.
General recommended actions related to improving wastewater management include the
following:
3.1
Consider conducting simple field water quality testing at suspicious discharges and at
key gut crossings (when guts are flowing) to determine if there is possible wastewater
contamination upstream. Investigate suspicious discharges detected during field
investigations to determine if there is a septage leakage.
3.2
Conduct a septic system inventory in residential areas (e.g., Emerald Hill, Cassi Hill, and
area north of Coki Pt. Rd.) to identify system type, size, and maintenance history.
Consider integrating the inventory with an initial residential survey, similar to Coral Bay,
followed by a free (or subsidized) homeowners’ septic system inspection and pump out
(if needed). Work with Smith Bay Community Action Foundation to reach residents and
generate enthusiasm for participation in the program. VICS could coordinate with
DPNR, VIWMA, and a licensed pumper to secure grants, conduct inspections, provide
maintenance, and waive disposal fees.
3.3
Look for opportunities to demonstrate innovative OSDS for residential and small
commercial applications (e.g., composting or urine diversion toilets, individual aerobic
treatment system, treatment wetland, clustered system, or shared package plant).
Examples of advanced OSDS systems currently in use in the Coral Bay watershed on St.
John are listed in Table 17. Further investigate options for converting large groups of
conventional OSDS to a shared, decentralized package system. Options may include
construction of a new package plant where there is available space to construct a new,
down-gradient facility, or hookup to an existing plant that has excess capacity or where
upgrades are planned. In addition to the cost of construction, there are operational and
legal issues to sort out prior to creation of a shared system (i.e. does VIWMA or other
third-party operate and maintain plant, do HOA’s fund long-term operation, etc?)
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Table 17. Advanced OSDS systems currently in use in the Coral Bay Watershed (CBCC, 2015)

Some specific opportunities for infrastructure repair or stormwater improvements are shown in
Figure 37 and summarized in Table 18.
Table 18. Wastewater Improvements identified during Smith Bay Watershed Assessment
ID

Description

Priority

Relative
Cost*

Suspicious surface discharges were noticed by field crews that could be
indicators of failing onsite wastewater systems or other contaminated
water. Further site investigation at these locations is recommended,
High
$
and may include simple field testing for illicit discharges. If confirmed,
technical assistance should be provided to owners to determine repairs
needed.
Little is known about type, age, and maintenance of OSDS in the
2. Septic
watershed. An inventory of systems in the residential (and commercial)
system
areas in the Emerald Hill, Cassi Hill, and Coki Pt Rd is recommended.
High
$
inventory
Ideally the inventory would include a community survey followed by a
physical inspection of systems.
Concepts for addressing drainage issues at the ball field could include
3. Ball field
upgrades to the existing restroom. This is a highly visible and
restroom
Med
$$
educational opportunity to demonstrate/pilot an innovative on site
demonstration*
system to promote upgrades throughout watershed.
There is already a planned upgrade to increase capacity of the MicroFast
4. Smith Bay
system at Smith Bay par. This might be a great opportunity to convey
park facility
Med
$$$
wastewater from the existing residential subdivision uphill of Smith Bay
expansion
Rd. to the package plant.
5. Onsite
There is an opportunity to install a new shared package plant to manage
residential
(gravity system) residential and commercial businesses along Smith Bay
system
Rd and Coki Pt. There are a number of options for locating the plant,
Low
$$$$+
conversion to
including at the defunct Pineapple Village wastewater plant, at the ball
shared package field, or on a small publically owned parcel on Coki Pt. Rd. that all should
plant*
be vetted based on ownership and climate resiliency. See concept plan.
*included in concept designs (Appendix H)
**relative costs are compared across all watershed opportunities, where $ is < $50k; $$ < $100k; $$$ < $500k; and
$$$$<$1M.
1. Merchants
Market and
residential area
above Coki Pt.
Road
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A three-phased design concept is included in Appendix H for converting OSDS in the residential
and commercial areas along a portion of Smith Bay and Coki Pt. Rds. into a new 80,000 gpd
shared treatment plant. This concept is similar to a new 25,000 gpd shared system installed in
Bordeaux by VIWMA in 2016 that serves 200 houses.
Figure 37. Wastewater improvement
opportunities.

 








4. Coordinate Voluntary Pollution Prevention Activities
There are a handful of privately-owned businesses where there is a higher chance for pollutants
to come into contact with and be transported by stromwater runoff to guts, wetlands, or
drainage infrastructure. Land uses with higher pollution potential (aka, stormwater “hotspots”)
may include a diversity of uses such as automotive repair shops, car washes, and junk
yards/dumps (oils, toxins, nutrients, trash); restaurants (grease); laundromats (toxins); confined
animal feedlots (bacteria); highly-managed golf course (nutrients); dumps; quarries (sediment),
etc. Solutions to minimize the transport of contaminants from these sites are generally lowcost, voluntary, non-structural measures. Examples of pollution prevention measures include
isolating or covering designated areas for vehicle maintenance, removing trash and debris from
gut buffers, installing large boulders or fencing to prevent illegal dumping access, covering
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outdoor storage areas, and providing secondary containment for liquid storage. A thorough
site assessment should be completed by property owners to understand what pollutants are on
site, what their potential is to mobilize, and what remedies are the most feasible. There are
several Smith Bay sites that due to hazard material storage should be on DPNR-DEP’s list for
Phase 1 Environmental Studies. General recommended actions for pollution prevention include
the following:
4.1

4.2

VICS could coordinate with DPNR to provide technical support to willing business
owners for voluntary evaluation of potential pollution sources and pollution prevention
options at identified sites. Use existing EPA or DPNR assessment templates for site
assessment and stormwater pollution prevention planning.
The Smith Bay Community Action Foundation, VICS, and VIWMA should organize
volunteer trash and debris cleanups at priority watershed sites, including areas adjacent
to Bethel Church and Merchants Market and at Emerald Hill site. Distribute brochures
on newly opened Mandahl convenience center located just north of watershed.

Potential sites identified during the rapid field assessment are shown in Figure 38 and
summarized in Table 19; however residents and hotel/resorts may also have a role in pollution
prevention.
Figure 38. Sites to focus pollution prevention efforts.
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Table 19. Pollution Prevention Opportunities identified during Smith Bay Watershed Assessment
ID

Description

Priority

Relative
Cost*

Water drains across property towards road on both sides. The adjacent
property has equipment and chemicals on concrete pad. Could not get
high
onsite due to gate. Work with site owner to ensure are proper chemical
storage (inside or under cover, secondary containment). Address erosion.
Site owner noted that the water flows south from the corner to the dip in
the drive. There are a couple of pipes coming out of the building to the low
107 Merchants
point in the drive, one pipe was flowing. White milky substance observed.
high
Market.
Enforcement action to investigate discharge and eliminate any illicit
connections. Clean out catch basin. Could revegetate the swale to improve
pollutant removal. See site sketch in Appendix G.
Shared entrance with ball field. Large backhoes, trucks, gas tanks, washing
machines, scrap etc on site. Gravel stained with oil. Some equipment and
debris in bush, visibility, and access challenging. Debris and junk observed
during gut walk. Small equip and tire storage covered, behind house and on
108 Sukram’s
patio. Some ponding in back. Property backs up to gut and adjacent
Equipment
high
wetland area. Remove debris from gut and wetland buffers and increase
storage
setbacks. Reduce exposure of potential pollutants (oil, gas, etc.) to
stormwater by providing covered storage, proper containment. Designate
an oil collection area where newly acquired equipment can be properly
drained of oil and fluids. Increase gut setbacks and cover all equipment.
110
Drainage from upper parking lot flow to maintenance shed. Could not see all
Pt. Pleasant
materials in shed. Relocate maintenance shed to prevent any pollutants or
low
Resort
debris from flowing offsite. See site sketch in Appendix G.
Area appears to have been cleared and grubbed and may now be a dumping
ground (debris/trash on slope). Clean up sites. Berm or restrict access to
111 Area next to
edge of slope with boulders or fencing. Post no dumping signage. Restore
low
Bethel Church
buffer and reduce erosion by adding vegetation at top edge of slope. This is
the upper end of the gut.
112 near
Appears to be dumping ground for large appliances (e.g., washers and
med
Merchants Mrkt
fridges) adjacent to gut. Remove debris and post no dumping signage.
Vehicle maintenance occurring in parking lot. Oil, gas and other automotive
fluids observed in area. Most 55 gallon drums stored on pallets. Runoff
113 Merchants
goes through the adjacent fence and onto parking lot surface. Recommend
med
Market
moving maintenance location to bermed, designated area, and storing
materials indoors/different location when not in use. See site sketch in
Appendix G.
205 Emerald Hill Low visibility makes dumping easy at this site. Post signage and prevent easy
med
dumping site
access.
Exposed sediment and manure piles at horse farm. Work with owner to
300 Horse Farm
low
develop low-cost manure management plan
*relative costs are compared across all watershed opportunities, where $ is < $50k; $$ < $100k; $$$ < $500k; and
$$$$<$1M. Costs are generally low for pollution prevention since most measures are non-structural.
106 Salvage
yard/ equipment
storage area.
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5. Promote Watershed Education and Stewardship
Like Coral Bay on St. John, Smith Bay could easily become the focus watershed for St. Thomas
given its restoration potential and community spirit. This watershed already has a community
identity, a number of locations where environmental education messaging exists, as well as an
advocacy organization to promote community-wide initiatives—the Smith Bay Community
Action Foundation. There is an overwhelming consensus that reducing the length of time that
the ball field is flooded and unusable is the single most important watershed priority for the
community. Solutions to the flooding problem cannot be resolved within the fence of ball field
alone, and water quality improvements will need to be integrated into drainage improvements,
starting in the upper watershed. Collectively, drainage solutions will be expensive and will
require public support. Residents and businesses well-versed in watershed hydrology are more
likely to actively support these restoration initiatives, make voluntary improvements on their
own properties, and become advocates for their watershed’s health. Recommended actions
for providing targeted, watershed education in the Smith Bay watershed include the following:
5.1.

The primary educational topics for residents are related to inspection, maintenance, and
upgrades to individual onsite disposal systems, as well as simple stormwater controls for
homeowners. An educational campaign could be centered around an onsite survey and
inventory of OSDS in the watershed. VICS and Blue Flag-USVI could adapt existing
educational materials developed by Coral Bay Community Council to Smith Bay on OSDS
inspection and maintenance, UV treatment options for cisterns, and stormwater
management on small sites. A stormwater guide for homeowners could be developed
as a companion to revisions of the Environmental Protection Handbook currently
underway. The Smith Bay Community Action Foundation has a significant role to play in
distributing these materials and providing forums for presentations on these topics.
Utilize the Smith Bay Community Action or VICS facebook page or other social media
format to keep watershed activities in the news. The Virgin Islands Marine Advisory
Service may also be able to support watershed education. The Ace Hardware located in
the watershed could also distribute information to homeowners—particularly related to
pollution prevention messages.

5.2

Hotel/resorts are major land uses in the Smith Bay watershed and serve as “gateways”
to educating island visitors on behaviors that can reduce the impacts of the tourism
industry on the environment. The resorts in Smith Bay currently have varying levels of
involvement in broader community and water qualities issues, even though they benefit
directly from improved watershed health, and are strategic partners in watershed
restoration. Collectively, these facilities offer some good examples, as well as some
lessoned learned, of how the industry can best manage wastewater and stormwater
using different technologies, landscape management, or site design practices. Blue FlagUSVI and VICS should continue to collaborate with hotels on the distribution of
watershed messaging to guests, particularly those looking to invest in island properties;
help develop content for signage and in-room programming at Margaritaville; and
coordinate with one of the facilities to host a “green” industry workshop. This
workshop could specifically target hotel and condo managers throughout the region on
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how to evaluate their properties and identify voluntary, cost-effective measures to
improve non-point source management.
5.3

There are a number of sites where watershed signage and messaging is appropriate and
highly visible for locals and visitors (Figure 39 and Table 20). VICS and Blue-Flag could
take the lead in working with Coral World, Magens Bay Authority, DPW, the resorts, and
DPNR’s watershed coordinator on these initiatives.

5.4

UVI biologists should be invited by the Smith Bay Community Action Foundation and the
hotel/resorts to give talks to residents, churches, and interested guests on the native
flora and fauna found on the shoreline, wetlands, gut corridors, and remaining
vegetated areas of the Smith Bay watershed.

5.5

Provide opportunities for the community to participate in watershed restoration and
surveys. VICS and DPNR could organize a design charette to be held at Margaritaville
conference facility where watershed stakeholders can provide input on what priority
stromwater improvements should look like for the ball field. Addition activities include
drainage infrastructure maintenance brigades; volunteer wetland/buffer restoration
(e.g., mangrove planting at Margaritaville); demonstration rain garden installation; and
trash and dumping cleanups at previously identified locations in the upper watershed.
Opportunities to involve residents in conducting neighborhood OSDS surveys,
monitoring, as well as in surveys of local flora and fauna could also be arranged.

5.6

Use Smith Bay stormwater facilities and infrastructure for training on stormwater
infrastructure inspection and maintenance protocols. This could be conducted in
conjunction with DPW mapping and target DPW staff, landscapers, and owners of
existing stormwater facilities.

Table 20. Locations for Watershed Signage or Exhibits
ID
Description
For wetland mitigation, Margaritaville is already committed to placing educational
1. Margarita- signage throughout the resort and in-room programming to increase guest
ville
awareness of the importance of wetlands as habitats and in improving water
quality in the bay. VICS and Blue-Flag could help provide content.
Coral World could offer an exhibit on watersheds that uses the Smith Bay
2. Coral
watershed as the case study to demonstrate how changes in natural watershed
World
hydrology impacts people and the marine environment.
3. Smith Bay DPW could post signage at the southeast and northwestern watershed boundaries
Rd.
on Smith Bay Rd. indicating entry into and departure out of the watershed.
Smith Bay Park offers a chance to educate locals as well as visitors on how
4. Smith Bay
watershed vegetation and wetlands protect water quality at swimming beaches.
Park
VICS to work with the Magens Bay Authority.
The community ball field is a public space where murals or other signage
5. Community
illustrating how urban watersheds must make a long-term investment in
Ball field
infrastructure (natural and manmade) to maintain watershed function.
6. Sugar Bay The high visibility of the Sugar Bay wetland complex as an amenity for guests,
treatment
offers signage opportunities describing the role of this treatment system in
train
protecting nearshore waters from sediment and other pollutants.

Priority

Cost*

High

$

Med

$-$$

High

$

Med

$

Med

$

Low

$

*Relative costs are compared across all watershed opportunities, where $ is < $50k; $$ < $100k; $$$ < $500k; and $$$$<$1M.

Costs are generally low for educational activities.
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Figure 39. Target Locations for Educational Signage/Exhibits.














6. Implement a Paired-Watershed Monitoring Study
The Smith Bay watershed offers a unique opportunity to compare the hydrology of highly
urban, transitional, and relatively undeveloped subwatersheds. Quantifying differences in
runoff volumes and pollutant loads given different watershed land uses, gut alterations, and
wetland functionality is very challenging from a scientific perspective. In fact, there are only a
few watershed studies that quantify the results of watershed-scale restoration activities on
downstream conditions. Currently, DPNR conducts beach and ambient water quality
monitoring at four stations in the area, effluent monitoring is conducted by operators of at
least five of the package wastewater systems, and, presumably, groundwater monitoring has
been done at some of the existing wellheads. There is no information available on gut flows,
the quality of water being discharged from guts into wetlands or the bay, or pollutant
removal/runoff reduction performance of existing stormwater management practices and
OSDS.
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Recommended actions for providing targeted, watershed education in the Smith Bay watershed
include the following:
6.1

DPNR’s watershed coordinator, GIS, and monitoring program, and key UVI researchers
from the Water Resources Research Institute (WRRI), VI-EPSCoR, and Center for Marine
and Environmental Studies (CMES); and Amy Dempsey should participate in a watershed
monitoring working group to discuss the elements (and feasibility) of implementing a
robust watershed monitoring program. This program should include event-based water
quality monitoring and surface flow/discharge measurements at major gut discharges
and at key locations within the drainage network; updated landscape GIS for more
reliable watershed modeling analysis; studies on groundwater quality and infiltration
rates; and performance measurements of manmade and natural treatment practices
(e.g., stormwater BMPs, wastewater systems, and wetlands). This unified monitoring
program should be used to establish baseline measurements, measure improvements
over time as watershed restoration actions are implemented, offer citizens an
opportunity to participate; and inform DPNR’s water quality program targets for Smith
Bay.

6.2

VICS, DPNR, and UVI should collaborate on securing grant opportunities to support a 510 year watershed monitoring program.

6.3

Establish a mechanism by which DPNR integrates monitoring requirements for
development/redevelopment projects within the watershed with watershed monitoring
program (same monitoring parameters, reporting procedures, fill in data gaps, provide
site access to grad students, etc.)

6.4

UVI to provide real-time data collection observations online for public awareness and
data sharing.

WRRI could take the lead on devising and implementing a paired watershed study (photo: WRRI).
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Implementation Strategy
A number of recommended actions are presented in this watershed plan, including
conservation activities aimed at maintaining remaining hydrologic functions in Lindquist Beach,
to drainage improvements in Water Bay, to watershed-wide education and outreach. The list
of recommendations can be daunting. A preliminary implementation strategy is provided here
to focus a roadmap for management of the Smith Bay watershed by identifying overarching
community goals, identifying key next steps, and outlining a simple implementation schedule
for key actions over the next 10 years.

Watershed Goals
Three primary goals for watershed management provide the framework for recommendation
priorities:
1. Reduce flood risks by improving stormwater routing and providing additional watershed
storage capacity. This was the consensus among watershed residents and businesses in the
Water Bay subwatershed where existing drainage infrastructure is easily overwhelmed by
frequent storms. Improved safety, minimizing property damage, and reducing the amount
of time the community ball field is unusable are primary drivers for this management
objective. There is no baseline available to measure results against, although further
investigations may provide some useful information (i.e., Margaritaville management may
have flooding records that can be cross-referenced to NOAA precipitation data).
2. Improve water quality by reducing nutrients and sediment contributions to Smith Bay and
Water Bay enough to remove them from DPNR 303(d) impaired listing by 2024. This is an
agency priority and important to users of beaches and nearshore marine waters, including
wildlife. Currently, both Water Bay and Smith Bay areas are considered impaired by DPNR
for dissolved oxygen, pH, and turbidity, which means these waters are not fully meeting
designated uses. Dissolved oxygen is a parameter influenced by excessive nutrient levels.
3. Deliver four watershed education messages or outreach opportunities a year targeting at
least two audiences (i.e., residents, businesses, agencies, or tourists). This is a goal of
VICS, Blue Flag and project funders who recognize that achieving other watershed
objectives often requires support and active participation of knowledgeable watershed
residents, businesses, and visitors.
Table 21 shows how each watershed recommendation helps to meet management goals.
Options for measuring progress towards achieving these goals are summarized in Table 22.
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Table 21. Matrix of watershed goals and recommendations

Watershed Management Goals
Reduce flood
Improve water
Provide watershed
risk
quality
education

Recommendation
1. Protect and Restore Remaining Natural
Infrastructure
2. Improve Stormwater Management on Public
and Private Properties
3. Reduce the Impact of Individual Onsite
Wastewater Disposal Systems (OSDS)
4. Coordinate Voluntary Pollution Prevention
Activities
5. Promote Watershed Education and Stewardship
6. Implement Paired-Watershed Monitoring Study


























Table 22. Example metrics for measuring progress towards meeting watershed goals

Examples

Goal

Reduce flood risk
(currently no
baseline to
establish flooding
thresholds)

Improve water
quality

Provide watershed
education

Metrics

How to measure

 Reductions in peak discharge
rates and volumes
 Number of structures removed
from flood zone or acres of
restored floodplain
 Reduction in # of days of ball field
saturation after flooding (by
design storm)
 Reduction in # of times parking
lot or structures experience
flooding
 Reductions in # of dissolved
oxygen and turbidity
measurements exceeding
thresholds during ambient and
beach monitoring
 Delisting of waterbodies from
DPNR 303(d) list
 # of educational messages
distributed or outreach
opportunities offered per year
 # of volunteers or meeting
attendees
 # of signs installed, brochures
distributed; hits on website or
social media

 Requires establishment of baseline conditions, local
precipitation records, reporting by design storm (5yr, 24-hr storm)
 Tracking of restored floodplain, wetland, and
stormwater BMP storage capacity through
permitting process
 Event-based discharge measurements collected via
field monitoring
 Saturation measurements from in situ meters
 Hydrologic modeling to show increases in
watershed storage or changes in runoff volume
 Direct measurements in bay
 Event-based water quality measurements at gut
discharges
 # of effluent exceedances at monitored
wastewater package systems
 Measured water quality reductions in stormwater
practice effluent
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Documentation
Track attendance with sign in sheets
Photos
# of OSDS survey respondents
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Priority Concepts
Conceptual designs were developed for two stormwater and one wastewater project (Table
23). Two design options were prepared for the community ball field, reflecting both a low and
high level of investment. Both options include minor drainage adjustments on Smith Bay Rd. to
convey flows in to the ball field and to provide water quality treatment for flows diverted to the
wetland to the east.
While the ball field project could be done in isolation, it really does not provide any flood relief
uphill along Smith Bay Rd. or to the north above Pineapple Village where residents have
flooding problems. Therefore, two additional design alternatives were developed for
addressing bigger drainage issues on Smith Bay Rd. reflecting various levels of funding and
feasibility that, ultimately, will need to be decided by implementation partners. Options
include a “green streets” alternative reliant on pipes and vegetated practices in the road rightof-way, and an expanded “green belt” option that recreates a natural gut channel through a
residential area. Each option for road improvements assumes construction of the ball field
project.
A third conceptual design was prepared for a new, public 80,000 mgd wastewater package
plant and pipe network needed to convey wastewater from homes and businesses in the
surrounding area. It is presented in a three-phased approach, with alternatives for plant
location, which would be dependent on land availability and climate resiliency considerations.
See Appendix H for detailed description, renderings, and planning level cost estimate.
Table 23. Summary of Concept Design Options

Concept

Options
Option A
Field Drainage

Ball field
Option B Park
Expansion

Smith Bay
Road

Wastewater
Improvement

Option 1
Ball field
conveyance
Option 2
Green Streets
Option 3
Green Streets
+ Green Belt
Water Bay
Shared
Package Plant

Smith Bay Watershed Plan

Description
Minor modifications to Smith Bay Rd. to provide water quality treatment for
existing flows coming towards ball field and wetland. Diverts flows into park
and diverts around field to gut in back. Subsurface field drains to reduce length
of saturation time. $350k
Builds on Option A. Land purchase to expand size of park. Adds parking,
education center and demonstration area for various treatment practices.
$1M +
Minor modifications for flows at ball field and adjacent wetland only. Included
in Ball field Option A
Addresses drainage starting up near Cubano’s, extensive piping required under
Smith Bay Rd. Provides water quality treatment in road ROW. $1-3M
Adds to Option 2 by recreating surface gut and floodplain through residential
area above Coki Pt Rd. Requires easements and buyouts. $2-$5M.
Construct shared package to serve individual homes and businesses along Smith
Bay corridor currently on individual septic systems. Three phases. $1-$4M
(assuming 40% contingency)
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Conceptual designs were prepared
for the ball field and to address
broader drainage issues on Smith
Bay Road, as well as an option for
constructing a shared package
treatment plant to service homes
and businesses in the Water Bay
subwatershed. See Appendix H.
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Implementation Schedule
In the immediate short-term, key recommended actions from this plan should be reviewed and
re-evaluated by local partners. Priorities may have shifted based on hurricane damage
assessments, funding opportunities, and who has the most capacity to take on watershed
implementation activities. Form a Smith Bay Watershed Working Group lead by the DPNR
watershed coordinator to help engage and coordinate implementation partners. Identify
immediate funds to support VICS, Blue Flag- USVI, and Smith Bay Community Action Foundation
participation in watershed implementation planning, grant submittals, and other early actions.
Table 24 provides a simplified schedule of actions and generalized budget over a 10-year
implementation horizon to give the Working Group a framework to start from. Over the next
two years, the Working Group should focus on the items that are likely to get the most traction
and that are clearly first steps required for longer-term projects. For example, inventories that
provide additional information needed to make management decisions should be completed,
such as natural resource assessments and onsite septic system surveys. Development of a
watershed monitoring program needed to establish pre- and post- restoration trends should be
done early, particularly as funds will be needed for implementation. Educational activities that
are easy to get started with should be conducted because they help build momentum and
excitement from potential watershed advocates. Regulatory recommendations should be
explored early to determine feasibility or identify alternative approaches.
Expect to begin design, permitting, and construction of restoration projects and begin the legal
process of land conservation in years 2-5. This gives time to fully develop land conservation
tools and to flesh out project concepts and to look for funding sources in the early years.
Simpler watershed projects may be able to go to construction by year 5, but more complex
projects will likely take longer to get all the pieces lined up. Permitting, even with agency fasttracking, can take a significant amount of time.
Years 5-10 are when major achievements can be made in a watershed. Hopefully by this time,
baseline monitoring is in place and substantial funding has been leveraged to implement large
scale projects like road drainage improvements on Smith Bay Rd or construction of wastewater
package systems. However, if a watershed coordinator, Working Group, or other champion has
not fully committed to overseeing implementation, all momentum could be lost by this time.
Generally, watershed plans should be re-evaluated by their 10-yr anniversary.
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Table 24. Preliminary Implementation Schedule

Recommendation

1. Protect and
Restore Remaining
Natural Infrastructure

2. Improve
Stormwater
Management on
Public and Private
Properties

3. Reduce the Impact
of Individual Onsite
Wastewater Disposal
Systems (OSDS)
4. Coordinate
Voluntary Pollution
Prevention Activities
5. Promote
Watershed Education
and Stewardship

1-2 Years
Habitat inventories post-hurricane
$10k (UVI)
Identify legal mechanisms for land conservation
and “zoning” for Lindquist Beach Subwatershed
$0-$5k (DPNR-CZM)
Adopt stormwater regulations for new
development and redevelopment in Smith Bay
or island-wide
$0-$20k (DPNR-CZM)
Host design charette for ball field and road
drainage improvements
$15k (DPNR, DPW)
Investigate illicit discharges
$5k (DPNR-DEP)
OSDS inventory
$15k (VICS)
Technical assistance with pollution prevention
planning
$5k (VICS)
Residential education on OSDS (covered under
#3) and stormwater@home
$15k (VICS)

6. Implement PairedWatershed
Monitoring Study
Total

Smith Bay Watershed Plan

Hotel educational information
$5k (Blue Flag-USVI)

Planning Level Budget/Timeframe
2-5 years
Pursue open space protection opportunities
and environmentally-sensitive development
standards
$250k (DPNR-CZM)
Design, permitting, and funding to implement
ball field project
$400k (DPNR-CZM)
Develop comprehensive infrastructure maps
$25k (DPW)

5-10 years
Pursue open space protection
opportunities
$500k (DPNR-CZM)

Secure funds and implement
road drainage improvements
$1.5 M (DPNR, DPW)

design and permitting for road improvements
$100k (DPNR-CZM, DPW)
OSDS demonstration planning, design, and
permitting
$100k (VIWMA, DPNR)

OSDS demonstration
implementation
$1.5M (VIWMA, DPNR)

Trash cleanups
$10k (VICS, VIWMA)
Install educational signage at key locations
$20k (VICS, DPNR)
Organize opportunities for public participation
$15k (VICS, Blue-Flag)

Watershed Monitoring Working Group and
monitoring plan
$0-$5k (UVI, DPNR)

Provide real-time data collection observations
online for public awareness and data sharing.
$250k (UVI)

$70k-$100k

$1.2M
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Organize opportunities for public
participation
$20k (Smith Bay Community
Action Foundation)
Provide real-time data collection
observations online for public
awareness and data sharing.
$100k (UVI)
$3.6M
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Appendix A

Annotated References

Table A1. Summary of recently constructed or proposed restoration projects in Smith Bay Watershed

Report

Smith Bay Studies, Reports, and Plans

Environmental
Assessment Report
for The Construction
of New Dolphin
Habitat and
Encounter Facilities
at Coral World Ocean
Park at Coki Point, St.
Thomas, USVI (Coral
World Inc., et al.
2012)

Environmental impact report for the proposed dolphin encounter exhibit at Coral World
on Coki Point, including an enclosure and buffer area that will cover approximately 5%
of Water Bay, within Smith Bay. Report provides a discussion of stormwater issues and
indicates that the proposed project, “will not alter the existing drainage pattern at the
site.” (p. 78) Unavoidable impacts outlined in the report included: a reduction in
seagrass and coral cover due to placement of pilings, “significant” reductions in flushing
of the bay due to fencing and installation of a wave dampener, and increased nutrient
loading due to dolphin feces and feeding. No filtration system is proposed. Coral World
reported their own water quality sampling in Water Bay, which showed two elevated
levels of bacteria and some exceedances of the pH water quality standard (7-8.3). In
terms of sewage treatment, the existing Coral World Marine Park has a self-contained
sewage treatment plant with a capacity of 25,000 gpd and currently treats only 8,000
gpd. Therefore, the existing plant is anticipated to be able to handle increased visitors
because of the dolphin exhibit.

Coki Point Rd. Phase
II construction plans
(DPW, 2017)

Plan set for second phase of Coki Pt Rd improvements, which included HW reviewed
plans and provided suggestions for improvements to CZM, including treatment prior to
discharge of runoff into wetlands

Smith Bay Hazard
Mitigation Flood
Control Project (URS
2005)

Detailed plan set of flood control plans for the densely populated portion of the Smith
Bay Watershed, completed by URS for the USVI Public Works Department with date of
August 2, 2005.

Wetland Mitigation
Program for Drainage
Improvements at
Margaritaville
Vacation Club by
Wyndham, St.
Thomas, USVI (2016)

Environmental
Assessment for Smith
Bay Park (Maguire
Group Inc. 2011a)

In order to minimize flooding of the resort and Pineapple Village, significant drainage
improvements are required to move the stormwater through the property. The
proposed drainage improvements will impact wetland and wetland species which have
developed along the drainage way. A total of 53,750 ft2 or 1.23 acres will be impacted.
This plan proposes to create 9,100 sq. ft. of mangrove wetland, enhance 41,250 sq. ft.
existing wetland not only to improve habitat quality but to help improve discharge
water quality, plant wetland grass species amid riprap and in the settling pond, plant
115 mangroves along the channel sides in clumps and as compensatory mitigation the
resort will be placing educational signage throughout the resort and will be featuring
environmental materials on the in-room programming.
Permit application to develop the property at Smith Bay Park into a park with a
bathhouse, parking, gate house, two sheds, concession/restaurant, small native
botanical garden, and stabilization of internal roads. Report outlines erosion and
sediment control measures for before and during construction, and drainage and
stormwater runoff for pre- and post-construction (see Maguire Group Inc. 2011b
below). Marine and terrestrial resources were described in detail (see further reports
below). Sewage from the bathhouse and the restaurant is proposed to be treated with
tertiary wastewater treatment plants and the effluent would be used to irrigate the
native plant garden and landscaping. Showers and footbaths would drain into “soak-aways.” The gate house would be serviced by a small septic system until the restaurant
was completed, at which time it would be connected to that plant.

Report
Smith Bay Park Site
Improvements, St.
Thomas, USVI,
Hydrologic Impact
Assessment (Maguire
Group Inc. 2011b)
Phase I
Archaeological
Survey Report, Smith
Bay Park, Parcel 14
REM., Estate Smith
Bay, St. Thomas,
USVI (Soltec
International Inc.
2011)
Biological Survey and
Native Plant Garden
Design for Smith Bay
Park (Ray 2011)

A Marine Survey of
Smith Bay, St.
Thomas, USVI
(Kadison 2011)

Smith Bay Studies, Reports, and Plans
Stormwater drainage analysis of proposed road and drainage improvements, including
the use of permeable pavers, to the Smith Bay Park in the eastern end of the Smith Bay
Watershed. (See Maguire Group Inc. 2011a for the full Environmental Assessment.)
Model results showed no significant net changes in runoff between pre- and postdevelopment, with some areas showing increased runoff balanced by other areas
showing less runoff. The majority of the watershed area draining into Smith Bay Park
has hydrologic soil group (HSG) D, which has high runoff potential when thoroughly wet.
Archaeological survey report for development of Smith Bay Park. The recommendations
of the report indicated that the project, “may proceed without further cultural resource
investigations.” (p. 11) Relating to watershed assessment, the report shows the location
of wetlands on Figure 10 and describes an old well and trough just north of the curve on
Smith bay Road (location shown on Figure 10). The well and trough were likely used for
livestock in the past, but were in disrepair at the time of the report. The well lies within
a gut that drains into the wetland area and the ground around the well showed signs of
repeated inundation. The report says the well was 8-foot square and had roughly 4 feet
of water.
Report of a biological survey completed for development of Smith Bay Park. Seventyfive species of plants were identified in 3 habitats, including a strand community, a dry
semi-deciduous woodland, and a basin mangrove swamp, including a salt pond. About
20 of the 75 species found were introduced, and those were found predominantly in
open, cleared, or recently grazed areas. Study documented over 40 vertebrate animal
species and noted that, for a small park, the location is “busy with birdlife,” which was
attributed to the intact forest and back-dune zone, as well as lack of disturbance in the
wetland. Report also provides a design for a native garden planned for Smith Bay Park.
Detailed marine benthic habitat survey of Smith Bay Park, at the eastern end of the
Smith Bay Watershed. Results cited in Environmental Assessment (Maguire Group Inc.
2011a). Five habitat zones were identified, including a zone dominated by Acropora
palmata (elkhorn coral, a federally-protected species) and another with seagrass beds.
All zones, except the bare sand zone in the middle of Smith Bay Park waters, had a
“moderately high diversity of plant and animal life” (p. 4), including over 50 species of
fish. Seagrass beds showed evidence of herbivory by sea turtle, which is also federallyprotected. Author notes that Acropora palmata and seagrass are sensitive to terrestrial
impacts and recommended that run-off be kept to a minimum and treatment of sewage
from increase Smith Bay Park usage should be addressed.

Table A2. Summary of existing studies and reports relevant to the Smith Bay Watershed

Report

Relevant Findings or Management Recommendations

Cadmus, 2011. Watershed
Charaterization and Planning for
Pathogen Source Reduction in
the USVI

Maps showing area suitability for various OSDS. Most of Smith Bay not
suitable due to soils. Storm event monitoring of guts could help calibrate
runoff models and better distinguish dry/wet weather loads. Protection of
undeveloped areas to minimize increases in runoff and land based sources
of pollution (LBSP). Addressing failing on-site sewage disposal systems
(OSDS)

Coral Bay Community Council,
2015. Coral Bay Wastewater
Treatment Plan

Describes results of residential and business survey of OSDS to evaluate
what systems are being used and what some of the issues are. Offers
suggestions for improvements that may be relevant to Smith Bay.
http://coralbaycommunitycouncil.org/water-and-wastewater/

Report
DPNR and NRCS 1998. Unified
Watershed Assessment Report,
USVI

DPNR, 2014 & 2016. USVI
Integrated Water Quality
Monitoring & Assessment
Reports

DPNR-DFW, 2005. USVI Marine
Resources and Fisheries Strategic
and Comprehensive Conservation
Plan

Relevant Findings or Management Recommendations
Study found evidence of salt water intrusion in the Smith Bay area aquifer.
Water table fell from 30-40 feet below ground surface (bgs) to over 100 feet
bgs between 1990 and 1998, which was linked to declining water quality
from salt water intrusion. Groundwater levels lowered because of
overpumping of private and commercial wells, collectively pumping as high
as 140,000 gallons per day – 3 times the sustainable rate. Warned that
continued high pumping rates would do irreversible damage to the aquifer.
Identifies 303(d) listed impaired waters including two units within Smith
Bay: VI-STT-18 (Water Bay for dissolved oxygen and pH), and VI-STT-19
(Smith Bay for dissolved oxygen and turbidity). Sets priorities for TMDL
development. Outlines an approach for territorial wetland and gut policy.
2016 version is in draft form as of the date of this report; both 2014 and
2016 reports contain the same information for impairments in Smith Bay.
Sediment and runoff control; reduce storm/sewer/ and trash/dumping
impacts; surface runoff and groundwater contamination;
Improve buffers around salt ponds and mangroves;
Monitor sewage plants;
ID sources of industrial discharges;
Stop direct discharges from boats; and
Spill response

Gardner, 2008a.
A Strategy for Management of
Ghuts in the USVI

Guts of Interest are those that meet any one of the following criteria:
with permanent pools; currently used for recreational purposes; supporting
other community uses; containing critical habitats; supporting endangered
species of plants or animals; containing significant historic, archeological, or
cultural resources; facing significant threats – e.g. dumping from
construction activities or used for sewage disposal. Document provides
recommendations for a process for establishing a Territorial gut
management strategy, including the formation of an inter-agency working
group, data collection and research needs, and building local support. Lack
of information on guts as important wildlife habitat, extent of recreational
use; current status of historical sites adjacent to guts, water quality, and
lack of informational sharing. Need a unified gut management strategy.

Gardner, 2008. Changes in
Riverine Hydrology on St.
Thomas, USVI: A Pilot Study

Pilot study to examine links between land use patterns, increased surface
runoff, and reduced stream flow, in addition to identifying community uses
of watercourses. Due to various issues, few of these study goals were able
to be constrained in any detail. Vegetation and hydrology of Smith Bay Gut
described, with photos and map. Survey of residents identified social uses
for guts on St. Thomas; Smith Bay Gut was found to be used as an access
pathway to the beach. All residents questioned considered it important to
focus more attention on gut-related issues. Land use patterns between
1989 and 1999 showed an increase in density of residential use in the
middle and western portions of the Smith Bay Watershed.

Gardner, L., Henry, S., and T.
Thomas. 2008. Watercourses as
landscapes in the US Virgin
Islands: State of the Knowledge.
Water Resources Institute,
University of the Virgin Islands.

Goes with other two documents, summarizes benefits and functions of guts
a lays out a regulatory and policcy framework for management.

Report

Relevant Findings or Management Recommendations

Gómez-Gómez and Heisel (1980)
Summary Appraisals of the
Nation’s groundwater resources
Caribbean Region: USGS

Shows groundwater maps

Harvey and Platenberg (2009)
Predicting Habitat use from
opportunistic observations: a
case study of the VI tree boa

Shows maps showing locations in Smith Bay watershed where endangered
tree boas were sited. Models show Smith Bay watershed as key habitat for
tree boas.

Kimball Chase Engineering, 1993
Onsite Waste Water Disposal
System Study

Most areas are not suitable for conventional systems.

Klopf, Sonia. 2004. Private Lands
conservation in the USVI

Reviews the legal tools available for land conservation and options for
implementation. It’s a bit dated, but maybe a good resource.

Lindsay et al. (2009). A Bat
Conservation and Management
Plan for St, Thomas and St, John
USVI

Identifies different bat species present on St. Thomas and preferred
habitats, but does not show locations. One station for the study is located
at Smith Bay Park. Smith Bay watershed is not identified as one of the
management area priorities for habitat protection.

Nemeth and Platenberg, 2007
Diversity of freshwater fish and
crustaceans of St. Thomas
Watersheds and relationship to
water quality as affected by
residential and commercial
development

Does not include specific locations in the Smith Bay watershed, but does
describe the fauna in ghuts and how they change related to watershed
development.

NOAA and NRCS Environmental
Sensitivity Map (2006).

Environmental Sensitivity Index (ESI) Atlas: U.S. and British Virgin Islands
maps
https://data.nodc.noaa.gov/cgi-bin/iso?id=gov.noaa.nodc:0049955. Maps
used in report could be outdated.

Platenberg 2006
Wetlands Conservation Plan for
St. Thomas and St. Croix

Discusses types of habitats and associated flora and fauna. Does not
specifically discuss wetlands in Smith Bay, but shows the wetland types on a
map.

Rennis et al., 2006. Evaluating the
Sediment Retention Function of
Salt Pond Systems in the USVI

Study of 17 key features of salt pond systems in the USVI and how they
contribute to the effectiveness of the sediment retention as a functional
property. No salt ponds in Smith Bay were evaluated for this study, but salt
ponds with similar features could be used as proxies for the salt pond in
Smith Bay Park (see Ray 2011) to understand its role in retaining sediment
in that subwatershed.

Smith and Ajayi (1983)
Compendium of Water Resources
of the Virgin Islands

Discusses recharge rates

UVI-Conservation Data Center,
June 2010. Framework for
management of wetlands in the
USVI

There is currently no wetlands program in the USVI.
DPNR is in process of developing a coherent management policy based on a
Territorial wetland inventory and assessment effort started in 2004, draft
conservation plan by Division of Fish and Wildlife, and other input.
Framework document includes list of agencies and regulatory programs
with some wetland oversight.
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Appendix B
Sea Level Rise Projections
(NOAA Digital Coast, https://coast.noaa.gov/digitalcoast/tools/slr)

Current MHHW

1 FT Scenario

2 FT Scenario

5 FT Scenario
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Appendix C
Gut Evaluations and Cross-Sections

Table E1. Field data collection along guts

Photo

Gut Info
ID:1
Bank Stability: Suboptimal
Channel Alteration: Suboptimal
Riparian Buffer: Suboptimal

Photo

Gut Info
ID: 5
Bank Stability:
Channel Alteration:
Riparian Buffer:

Notes: Point pleasant resort;
10' top of bank to pavement;
Culvert, 1.5' dia
ID:2
Bank Stability: Suboptimal
Channel Alteration: Suboptimal
Riparian Buffer: Marginal
Notes: Sugar bay resort
Wet swale wet meadow. Mowed
to edges; Culvert 1.5' dia; See
points of interest for riparian
photos
ID:3
Bank Stability:
Channel Alteration:
Riparian Buffer:

Notes:
ID: 6
Bank Stability: Poor
Channel Alteration: Poor
Riparian Buffer: Poor
Notes: Restaurant/bar/industrial
Gut crossing
ID: 7
Bank Stability: Suboptimal
Channel Alteration: Marginal
Riparian Buffer: poor

Notes:

ID: 4
Bank Stability: Poor
Channel Alteration: Marginal
Riparian Buffer: poor
Notes: Urban. 3 - 1 foot dia.
Outlets in wall
No transect taken

Notes: Pineapple village
ID: 8
Bank Stability: Poor
Channel Alteration: Marginal
Riparian Buffer: Poor
Notes: Ballfield/ Pineapple
village; Sewage pipes in the gut

Photo

Gut Info
ID: 9
Bank Stability: Poor
Channel Alteration: Marginal
Riparian Buffer: Marginal
Notes: Pineapple village/junk
yard

Photo

Gut Info
ID:13
Bank Stability: Poor
Channel Alteration: Poor
Riparian Buffer: Poor
Notes: Residential; Channel
8' x 1.8'
ID: 14

ID: 10

Bank Stability: Poor

Bank Stability: Poor
Channel Alteration: Marginal

Channel Alteration: Poor

Riparian Buffer: Poor
Notes: Junk yard/Pineapple
village; Too dense to continue;
Could not pull full transect too
wide & wet
Approximate only

Notes: Residential, Channel
5 x 2.3

ID:11

Riparian Buffer: Poor

ID:15

Bank Stability: Poor

Bank Stability: Poor

Channel Alteration: Marginal

Channel Alteration: Poor

Riparian Buffer: Poor

Riparian Buffer: Poor

Notes: P village/ Wetland; No
transect
ID:12
Bank Stability: Marginal
Channel Alteration: Poor

Notes: Residential; Channel
3.2 w x 2.5
ID:16
Bank Stability: Poor
Channel Alteration: Poor
Riparian Buffer: Poor

Riparian Buffer:Marginal

Notes: End of old gut;
construction project

Notes: Residential; Channel 3.6' x
3.2; look for illicit discharges

Photo

Gut Info
ID:17
Bank Stability: Poor
Channel Alteration: Marginal
Riparian Buffer: Poor
Notes: Residential; shallow swale,
lots of opportunity to pick up
pollutants
ID:18
Bank Stability: Channel Alteration:Riparian Buffer: Poor

Photo

Gut Info
ID:21
Bank Stability: poor
Channel Alteration: marginal
Riparian Buffer: marginal
Notes: Residential; Mario family
property
ID:22
Bank Stability: Poor/Marginal
Channel Alteration: Marginal
Riparian Buffer: Poor
Notes: Residential; Not a natural
gut
Drainage path
ID: 23

Notes: Residential; Not a natural
gut. Overland rd crossing

Bank Stability: Suboptimal
Channel Alteration: Suboptimal

ID:19
Bank Stability: Poor

Riparian Buffer: Suboptimal
Notes: Residential

Channel Alteration: Marginal
Riparian Buffer: Poor
Notes: Residential; Channelized
flow through Concrete channel;
1.5' x .5'
ID:20
Bank Stability: Channel Alteration:Riparian Buffer:-

Notes:

ID: 24
Bank Stability: Marginal
Channel Alteration: Marginal
Riparian Buffer: Marginal
Notes: Residential; Not a natural
gut, Drainage swale;
No photos too thick
ID: 25
Bank Stability: Poor
Channel Alteration: Poor
Riparian Buffer: Poor
Notes: Residential; Confluence of
gut & culvert

Photo

Gut Info
ID: 26

Photo

Gut Info
ID: 27

Bank Stability: Poor
Channel Alteration: Poor

Bank Stability: poor

Riparian Buffer: Poor
Channel Alteration: marginal

Notes: Industrial; Runs under
building; No transect

Riparian Buffer: optimal
Notes: Forested; Outfall channel
down to wetland

Bank Stability=Poor 60-100% Bare with signs of erosion; Marginal 30-60%; Suboptimal 5-30%; Optimal <5% bare
Channel Alteration= Poor (complete, Concrete); Marginal (extensive >40-80%); Suboptimal (some, Minor);Optimal (none)
Riparian Buffer= Poor = no vegetated buffer; Optimal is > than minimum 25 ft from edge.
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Historic Watershed Photos
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Appendix E
Public and Vacant Lands
(Map-Geo)

Public Lands in the Smith Bay Watershed

Privately-owned, vacant lots
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Appendix F
Watershed Treatment Model Assumptions

MEMORANDUM
DATE:

September 1, 2017

TO:

Virgin Islands Conservation Society

FROM:

Jennifer Relstab and Beth Kittila, Horsley Witten Group, Inc.

RE:

Watershed Treatment Model (WTM) Analysis and Results for Smith Bay Watershed

This technical memorandum summarizes the Watershed Treatment Model (WTM) processes,
data inputs, assumptions, and results for the Smith Bay watershed, including the Water Bay,
Sugar Bay and Lindquist Beach subwatersheds. The purpose of the modeling effort using the
WTM is to estimate annual pollutant loading and runoff volumes to Smith Bay as part of a
broader watershed planning effort. The model is to improve our understanding of the
estimated and relative impacts from these contributions for prioritizing watershed restoration
and protection actions. This analysis is not intended to establish actual loads due to a number
of caveats:
1. This analysis is not calibrated with any water quality, flow, or runoff measurements from
the field;
2. This analysis assumes the point of subwatershed discharge includes inland coastal
wetland and the nearshore marine embayments;
3. While field observations were used to adjust model input parameters, model variables
are based on rapid field assessments, best available data, and/or national default
values, all of which may not be completely accurate for this watershed;
4. Limited information is available on existing watershed capacity to control runoff volume
or provide treatment prior to discharge; and
5. To maintain simplicity of model, geospatial, hydrologic, and hydraulic routing
information is not accounted for as explicit input variables.
Despite these limitations, the WTM provides compelling information when comparing loads
between Water Bay (urban) and Lindquist Beach (undeveloped) subwatersheds, as well as for
identifying the most important sources of pollutants coming from each subwatershed. Of the
three subwatersheds, Water Bay has the highest relative contribution of pollutants (nutrients,
Smith Bay Watershed Treatment Model
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bacteria, and total suspended solids) and runoff volumes when compared to Sugar Bay and
Lindquist Beach subwatersheds. In fact, the Water Bay subwatershed has annual nutrient load
results that are 30 to 70 times higher than the Lindquist Beach subwatershed, as well as TSS
loads and runoff volumes 4 to 7 times higher than the other two watersheds. Much of the
nutrient loading rates are driven by assumed wastewater inputs (i.e., on-site systems and resort
package plants), which results in Sugar Bay having a higher per acre nutrient load than Water
Bay subwatershed under current modeling assumptions. This makes sense given the smaller
drainage area for Smith Bay with a similar number of facilities to Water Bay.
While this WTM analyses does not contribute much information on the impact estimated
subwatershed pollutant loads are having on wetlands and nearshore waters (i.e., are these
loads responsible for regulatory impairments), additional analysis could provide information
needed to evaluate the impacts. The WTM model is a useful tool moving forward to prioritize
future planning efforts and estimating load reduction benefits of implementation practices, or
changes in loads based on future development scenarios. If additional modeling is desired for
this watershed, the following refinements are recommended:
1. Calibrate model against known water quality monitoring data collected by DPNR and
UVI, as well as effluent reports for the wastewater facilities.
2. Improve WTM input data in the future as additional data becomes available, including
WWTP effluent concentrations, OSDS performance, illicit discharges, gut erosion (e.g.,
N-SPECT models) and water quality measurements of guts, wetlands and/or the bay.
3. Adjust model parameters to better account for existing treatment options (i.e., wet
pond/wetland complex at Sugar Bay, upstream of Margaritaville, and at Lindquist
Beach) to evaluate benefit of these features in protecting marine waters.
4. Compare WTM model results with those from the St. Croix East End watersheds, St.
Thomas East End Reserve, and Coral Bay where conducted WTM has also been
developed. Determine how these pollutant load estimates align with each other, with
watershed impervious cover estimates, and with 303(d) listed waters.
5. Update land use mapping to better reflect current on the ground conditions.

1.0

Watershed Treatment Model

The Watershed Treatment Model (WTM) is a public-domain, spreadsheet model used to
estimate annual pollutant loads for sediment, nutrients (total nitrogen and total phosphorus),
and bacteria, as well as annual stormwater runoff volumes. The model relies principally on the
following primary inputs: annual rainfall; drainage area sizing; land use and corresponding
standard pollutant loading and runoff coefficients; and soil data, including type and depth to
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groundwater. In addition, the WTM allows the user to evaluate a host of other secondary
sources of pollutants, such as onsite wastewater systems, channel erosion, and turf
management, if known.
The WTM also has the capability to evaluate the effects of structural (e.g., stormwater
practices) and non-structural management practices (e.g., efficiency of erosion and sediment
control enforcement programs), which makes it a useful watershed planning tool for predicting
current and future scenarios. Depending on the quality of input data, the WTM can be used to
quickly generate relative comparisons across watersheds, or it can be used to estimate
potential loads that can be verified by water quality monitoring data.
The model is a GIS-based tool, utilizing available data from sources such as the Department of
Natural Resources (DPNR), National Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) and NOAA. Field
observations on pollutant sources, gut characteristics, and other watershed observations were
used to adjust model input variables. Unless otherwise noted, the WTM analysis uses default
values derived from US national averages for the primary and secondary sources.

2.0

Input Data

Below is a summary of the significant data input assumptions that were used. These can be
easily adjusted as more information is collected. Recommendations for future improvements
to the models are provided in Section 4.
Rainfall
Rainfall data for the study area is limited. An average annual rainfall is estimated at 42 inches in
the Smith Bay watershed. The rainfall estimate was taken from an evaluation of mean annual
precipitation based on a recent frequency analysis completed by HW using 2014 NOAA data.
Drainage Area Delineation
The Smith Bay Watershed was delineated by HW using 10-foot contour data. The watershed is
approximately 1.4 square miles. The subwatershed boundaries were further delineated to
determine the contributing areas to the three major discharge points to Smith Bay. The three
subwatersheds are referred to in this model as Water Bay, Sugar Bay, and Lindquist Beach. The
contributing drainage areas from those subwatersheds are 458, 179, and 225 acres,
respectively. The subwatershed boundaries are presented in Figure 2.1.
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Land Use
The WTM uses 11 different land use categories to evaluate pollutant loads using assumptions
for impervious cover, annual pollutant loading rates and annual total runoff volumes. The land
use data for Smith Bay was provided by DPNR, which had 10 land use types. In order to input
the data into the WTM model, the land use data was classified into the 11 WTM land use
categories. The distributions for the three subwatersheds are presented in Table 2.1 and
shown in Figure 2.2.
Table 2.1. Smith Bay Land Use Area by Categories
WTM Land Use
Land Use*
Smith Bay
Category

Water Bay

Sugar Bay

Lindquist
Beach

Area (ac) /
Percent of Subwatershed (%)
Low Density
Residential
Medium Density
Residential
Multifamily

Residential
(Low
Density)
Residential
(Medium Density)
Hotel/Resort

Commercial

Waterfront/Marine,
Public Facilities,
Retail Commercial
N/A

Roadway
Industrial
Forest
Rural/Ag

Industrial
Manufacturing
Undeveloped
Parks/Recreation/
Open
Space;
Agriculture

67.1/
7.8%
243.0/
28.2%
66.1 /
7.7%
7.3 /
0.8%

59.3 /
12.9%
208.2 /
45.4%
31.8 /
6.9%
7.5 /
1.6%

68.8 /
8.0%
1.4 /
0.2%
404.7 /
46.9%
4.1/
0.5%

48.7 /
10.6%
1.4 /
0.3%
99.6 /
21.7%
2.0 /
0.4%

18.3 /
10.2%
30.6 /
17.1%
-

7.8 /
3.5%
16.5 /
7.3%
3.7 /
1.6%
-

8.6 /
4.8%
-

11.5 /
5.1%
-

121.7 /
67.9%
-

183.4 /
81.5%
2.1 /
0.9%

Total
862.5
458
179
*Land Use category taken from USVI parcel GIS file, provided by (but not created by) DPNR-CZM
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These key assumptions were used:
 Land Use: The land use mapping showed outdated classifications for a number of areas,
including the Smith Bay Eastern Cemetery, portions of Point Pleasant Resort, Water Bay
Village condos, commercial areas along Smith Bay Road corridor, and developed parcels
shown as undeveloped. Unless specifically noted below, no changes were made to the
land use classifications for this model. Land use updates would likely result in negligible
changes to overall loads in Water and Sugar Bay, but would show a noticeable increase
in loads for Lindquist Beach.
 Roads: The roads were not defined as a land use in the GIS parcel layer. The data for the
roads layer was developed using the impervious cover layer, parcel data and field
observations. The majority of roads in the Smith Bay watershed were paved. The
sections of unpaved (dirt) roads included access roads to Smith Bay Eastern Cemetery,
Lindquist Beach, and Golden Age Ranch; minor roads in the upper part of the
watershed, a portion of road between Pineapple Village and Coral World, and minor
roads on the northern side of the watershed in residential areas. These roads were
categorized as ‘paved roads’ at this time given scope limitations; however, paved and
unpaved roads can be separated in the future. Unpaved residential driveways were also
not accounted for at this time.
 Hotel/Resort: Following review of field observations and aerial images, the hotels and
resort land uses in the Smith Bay watershed appeared to be similar in impervious cover
and density to a ‘Multifamily’ classification.
 Waterfront/Marine/Public Facilities: The majority of these parcels appeared to have
similar use, impervious cover, and density to commercial areas, with the exception of
the ballfield located off of Smith Bay Road. These land uses were assigned to the
‘Commercial’ land use layer in the WTM. The ballfield parcel was assigned to a ‘Rural’
classification.
 Active Construction Sites: These were not accounted for in the WTM at this time,
however, there were two active sites identified during field assessment work.
Impervious Cover
The GIS information available for impervious cover included coverage for most parking lots,
roofs, driveways and roads. An analysis of average impervious cover by land use type was not
within the scope of this effort. Impervious cover coefficients for each land use category were
estimated using average coefficients developed through the analysis conducted in Coral Bay
and St. John (Finney, et al 2008). These estimates were verified for Smith Bay by performing
spot checks of the impervious cover GIS layer. Table 2.2 summarizes the impervious cover
coefficients applied to the different land uses in Smith Bay. A summary of the impervious cover
for the three subwatersheds is provided in Table 2.3.
Smith Bay Watershed Treatment Model
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Table 2.2. Impervious Cover Coefficients
Typical Land Use Category
IC Coefficient Ranges
Imperviousness
in Finney et al. (2008)
Roads
50-100%
Commercial
35-85%
Industrial
High density residential
35-65%
Medium density residential
20-38%
Low density residential
5-20%
Agricultural land
2-7%
Beach
Recreational
Open lands
3%
Forested land
0-7%
Active construction
Open water
-

IC Coefficient in WTM
(2013) Default
80%
72%
53%
33% (44% multifamily)
21%
12%
0%
0%
0%

Table 2.3 Impervious Cover Estimate Summary
Watershed
Acres

Used in Smith Bay Model
100% paved
72%
53%
65%
40%
20%
-10%
10%
-0% for vacant land
0%
0%

Impervious Acres*

% IC

Water Bay

458

164

36%

Sugar Bay
Lindquist Beach
Total

179
225
862

28.3
18.9
211.2

15.8%
8.4%
24.5%

*based on coefficients used in WTM, not actual measurements.

Pollutant event mean concentrations (EMCs)
EMCs are average pollutant concentrations found in stormwater runoff. EMCs and loading
rates from various land uses are typically based on values from the National Stormwater Quality
Database (NSQD), which is a summary of stormwater data from over 200 jurisdictions across
the US (Pitt et. al., 2003). We have adjusted these loading factors using data from similar
modeling efforts recently completed by the Coral Bay Community Council (CBCC) on St. John.
They based concentrations primarily on Region 3 NSQD Vol 3.1 and Ramos-Scharron (2012),
and used loading rates from pollutant models in other parts of the USVI including forest
nutrient loading rates from Ramos-Gines (1997) and TSS loading rates from the 2007 North
Shore TMDL. Table 2.4 summarizes the EMCs and loading rates used.
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Table 2.4 Pollutant Event Mean Concentrations & Annual Loading Rates
BVI Land Use
Event Mean Concentration
(mg/L)

(MPN/
100ml)
FC
20,300
3,220
13,700
20,000
20,000
0

Loading Rate
(lbs/acre/yr)

(#billion/
acre/yr)
FC

TN
TP
TSS
TN
TP
TSS
Residential
1.0
0.22
102
-Commercial
1.2
0.39
56
Road- Paved
1.2
0.16
36
Recreational
1.2
0.22
49
Beach
1.2
0.22
49
Active Construction
1.0
0.2
680
Vacant- Forest
-1.8
0.2
100
12
Water
12.8
0.5
155
0
EMCs and loading rates are based on Coral Bay, St. John WTM model (CBCC, 2014). For EMCs, CBCC used
NSQD v 3.1 data for Rainfall Region 3 and TSS loading from Ramos-Scharron (2012). For Forested/Rural
loading rates, CBCC used nutrient rates based on Ramos-Gines (1997); TSS rates based on 2007 North Shore
TMDL, USVI; and bacteria rates based on WTM model defaults.

Soils and Depth to Groundwater
Soils data used in the WTM model include hydrologic soil group (HSG) used by the National
Resources Conservation Service (HSG A, B, C and D) and depth to groundwater. The HSGs are
used to estimate surface conditions for infiltration potential, with A soils generally having a high
permeability rate (e.g., sandy soils) and D soils generally having a low permeability rate (e.g.,
clay soils). The NRCS soils data also provides an estimate of depth to groundwater, which can
help to determine relative impact to groundwater resources as well as potential for infiltration
practices. Shallow depths to groundwater (e.g., <24”) can signify a higher potential for
nutrients to enter groundwater, while deeper depths (e.g., > 48”) can provide greater potential
for pollutant removal.
Figure 2.3 shows the HSG classifications in Smith Bay. The breakdown in Smith Bay was about
95% HSG D soils, 5% HSG B soils and less than 0.1% HSG A. Of the data available for depth to
groundwater, nearly all had depths less than 3 feet. If no data was available, a depth to
groundwater of less than 3 feet was assumed. These data and assumptions were verified with
a test pit at the ballfield to evaluate conditions of soils. The soil type within the 6-ft test pit was
a clay loam, which is classified as an HSG D. Also, seasonal high groundwater was estimated to
be close to 3 feet below surface based on an evaluation of soil redox characteristics.
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Guts and Gut erosion
Gut GIS data was initially provided by DPNR, which estimated gut locations using contour data.
HW revised the data layer based on existing topography, aerial photos, and field observations.
Gut locations for each of the subwatersheds are provided in Figure 2.1. There are 2.08 miles of
guts in Water Bay, 1 mile in Sugar Bay, and 0.67 miles in Lindquist Beach, totaling 3.74 miles in
Smith Bay. Major updates to DPNR’s existing gut layer include:
 In Water Bay, the majority of the guts are located along roads in roadside concrete
swales. Revisions were made in the residential area above Coki Point Road / Palm
Pond Mangrove and along Smith Bay Road headed up into Cassi Hill.
 In Sugar Bay, the gut at Merchant’s Market appears to be routed from the hillside into
drainage structures (catch basins and trench drains) in the parking lot which discharge
to a pipe at the adjacent retaining wall. Water then appears to be directed into a
concrete swale before discharging to a culvert located underneath a dirt road. The
culvert then appears to discharge into a forested area. The gut was not visible much
beyond the culvert.
 In Lindquist Beach, no adjustments were made based on field observations.

Pollutant contributions from guts come from sediments derived from eroding banks, headcuts,
and bed scour and nutrients (phosphorus and nitrogen) adsorbed to sediment in the channels.
The WTM has limited capacity to model stream erosion for ephemeral guts, particularly where
portions of the mapped guts channels are also road surfaces. The model has three
methodologies to estimate channel erosion rates: 1) assign either low, moderate or high levels
of channel degradation, which equate to a fraction of the sediment load from the entire
watershed; 2) back calculate based on known downstream sediment loading (e.g., from
monitoring data) and estimates provided in the WTM; or 3) apply loading rates based on
sediment study results. Method 1 was used for this project. Water Bay was assigned a
‘moderate’ rating because a couple of areas in Water Bay (e.g., near Cubano’s) showed
substantial erosion, while Sugar Bay and Lindquist Beach were given ‘Low’ ratings because no
significant erosion was observed. Results from this method would be susceptible to significant
change if additional sources of sediment were identified at the subwatershed scale, such as
active construction sites, unpaved roads, landslides, etc. Nutrient loads from soil erosion were
estimated using default inputs in the WTM, which are phosphate and nitrogen as a percentage
of soil mass. The percentages were estimated as 0.04% and 0.05% for phosphorus and
nitrogen, respectively.
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Wastewater (On-site Septic Systems and Non-Stormwater Point Sources)
Wastewater treatment for the Smith Bay watershed is primarily through on-site septic systems
(OSDSs) for residences and businesses. The number the septic systems are not known, but
based on field observations it is assumed that there is one for each building (about 800 total,
excluding resorts, condos, and facilities with known package systems).
The pollutant impact from septic systems is measured in the WTM using these variables and
assumptions:
 Percent of systems within 100-ft to guts: 10% for overall Smith Bay watershed (varies for
different subwatersheds due to varying levels of development)
 Failure rate: 25%
 Soils: Clay/mixed soils
 Separation to groundwater: less than 3 feet
 System type: 100% Conventional (pollutant reduction efficiencies average)
 Density (number of systems per acre): less than 1/acre
The pollutant concentrations and efficiencies assumed are default values, but can be modified if
more information is available.
There are currently six known wastewater treatment plants (WWTPs) located within the Smith
Bay watershed (Table 2.5 and Figure 2.4). These discharges are considered to be ‘nonstormwater point sources’ in the WTM. Max flows the WWTPs were generally taken from the
Territorial Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (TPDES) permits. The flow for Smith Bay Park
was assumed based to be 0.004 mgd based on discussions with staff.
Limited monitoring data on effluent pollutant concentrations was available from the USEPA on
the Enforcement and Compliance History Online (ECHO) database for the permitted facilities.
Relevant data for Total Suspended Solids (TSS) and fecal coliform (bacteria) was only available
for the Margaritaville Village Club, Sugar Bay Resort and Club (bacteria only) and Coral World.
Average values for these parameters were used for the WTM. Where data was not available,
the model input defaults were 20 mg/L Total Suspended Solids and 100 MPN/100mL bacteria.
Monitoring data on effluent concentrations for nutrients were not readily available, so typical
values expected for WWTP effluents from secondary treatment were used: 20 mg/L for Total
Nitrogen (TN), 12 mg/L for Total Phosphorus (TP). In the case of Smith Bay Park, 19 mg/L was
used for TN due to the advanced treatment.
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Table 2.5 Wastewater Treatment Facilities in Smith Bay Watershed with TPDES permits

Subwatershed

Property /
Facility
Margaritaville
Village Club/
Pineapple
Village

Water Bay

Water Bay
Village
Condominiums

TPDES
permit #

Wastewater Process
and/or Product


VI0082415

VI0001215

Treated Wastewater; Primary
treatment with aeration tank
and chlorine disinfection


Coral World
Inc.

VI0040291




Sugar Bay Club
& Resort

VI0040461



Sugar Bay
Point Pleasant
Resort

VI0040193


Lindquist Beach

Smith Bay Park

NA

Smith Bay Watershed Treatment Model

Secondary Treatment
Appears to be SBR with
chlorination for
disinfection
Reverse Osmosis Brine

Secondary Treatment.
Appears to be activated
sludge process with
chlorine disinfection
Stormwater Runoff
Caribbean reef Encounter
Exhibit Vacuum
Secondary Treatment;
MBR with chlorine
disinfection
Reverse Osmosis Brine
Secondary Treatment.
Treatment plant was not
located.
Reverse Osmosis Brine

Secondary Treatment.
MicroFAST 4.5 treatment unit

Permitted
Daily Max
Flow, MGD

Disposal Type WTM load assumptions

Landscape
Irrigation
Storm Sewer
Inlet






TN = 20 mg/L
TP = 12 mg/L
TSS = 2.6 mg/L
Bacteria = 90 (#/100mL)

0.016

Irrigation






TN = 20 mg/L
TP = 12 mg/L
TSS = 20 mg/L
Bacteria = 100 (#/100mL)

0.022
NA
0.002

Irrigation
Water Bay






TN = 20 mg/L
TP = 12 mg/L
TSS = 10 mg/L
Bacteria = 360 (#/100mL)














TN = 20 mg/L
TP = 12 mg/L
TSS = 20 mg/L
Bacteria =14 (#/100 mL)
TN = 20 mg/L
TP = 12 mg/L
TSS = 20 mg/L
Bacteria = 100 (#/100mL)
TN = 19 mg/L
TP = 12 mg/L
TSS = 20 mg/L
Bacteria = 100 (#/100mL)

0.16
0.225

0.110
0.230

Landscape
Irrigation Pond

0.025
0.015

Irrigation
System
Rock Swale

0.004

Irrigation
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Illicit Connections
Illicit connections or discharges are non-stormwater discharges that are connected via
infrastructure (pipes, drainage structures, etc.) or overland to waterways or guts instead of
being connected to septic systems or WWTPs. Non-stormwater discharges include wash water,
water from floor drains or pools, illegal dumping, or improper disposal of sewage. There were a
few questionable discharges identified in the field identified primarily at commercial properties
and a few suspicious discharges in residential areas near Palm Pond mangrove. For the WTM
inputs, we assumed that 10% of residential properties (80 properties) have an illicit discharge
and 25% of commercial properties (5 properties) have illicit discharges of either wash water
(90%) or a combination of wash water and wastewater (10%).
Cisterns
Rainwater harvesting is a widespread practice, required for most residential construction in the
USVI. As such, cisterns were included as an existing management practice for residential
homes. The WTM requires inputs of drainage area, impervious area and discount factors to
reflect how the cisterns are actually performing in the field (e.g., fraction of annual rainfall
captured, adequacy to meet design standards and, and maintenance). An average roof size of
2,000 square feet was estimated using aerial photos, which was used as the assumed drainage
area for cisterns. The total drainage area was determined by multiplying by the number of
parcels within the residential land uses by the average roof size. Because cistern water is the
primary source of water for homes and most of the residences in the Smith Bay community are
full time, we assumed that cisterns captured 75% of the annual rainfall (this value can be
adjusted if better information is available). Nutrient, sediment and bacteria efficiencies were
assumed to be 40%, which is the default value in the WTM.
Other Structural Stormwater Management Practices
There were five other stormwater management practices that were identified in the field that
appear to provide additional pollutant load reduction. The practices are shown in Figure 2.5.
Similar to the cisterns, the WTM requires input for drainage area, impervious area and discount
factors. These design characteristics are summarized in Table 2.6. For these practices, the
drainage area was developed by using available contour data and observations in the field.
Impervious area was developed using impervious cover data. The discount factors used were
consistent with those used for cisterns. We assumed that default WTM values were adequate
for estimating pollutant removal efficiency.
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Table 2.6 Design Characteristics of Existing Stormwater Best Management Practices
Subwatershed
Practice Location Practice Type
Drainage
Impervious
Removal Efficiencies
Area
Area
(TN/TP/TSS/Bacteria, %)
Water Bay
Margarittaville
Basin/
0.54
0.54
25/50/75/80
(entrance)
Wetland
Sugar Bay*
Merchant’s
Dry Detention
0.88
0.59
5/10/10/0
Market
Basin
Sugar Bay Resort
Dry Detention
148.83
22.98
5/10/10/0
Basin
Sugar Bay Resort
Grass
3.44
1.5
50/50/85/0
Channels
Lindquist Beach
Lindquist Beach
Permeable
1.41
1.41
60/60/75/0
Pavers
*Sugar Bay has a treatment-train of wet ponds/wetlands upstream of the ultimate discharge point to the Bay. Due
to lack of information on the engineering of this system, it is being considered a natural wetland accepting
watersheds loads.

Riparian Buffers
Riparian buffers exist in the Smith Bay watershed, generally in the upper portions of the
watershed and in Lindquist Beach (Figure 2.6). Riparian buffers help to filter pollutants flowing
overland into guts, but also encourage infiltration to groundwater where higher pollutant
removal rates are possible. For the WTM, the area assumed to be treated is roughly the size of
the area of the buffer. Inputs to the WTM include: buffer length (where each side of the gut is
counted separately), buffer width (assumed to be 25-feet from the centerline of the gut, per
USVI regulations) and a maintenance factor of 0.4, which is a relative rating reflective of how
well that protection is enforced. In some areas in Sugar Bay and Lindquist Beach, the buffers
appear to be wider than the assumed 25-feet; however, because not all of the guts were able to
be viewed, this 25-foot buffer assumption is a conservative approach.
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3.0

Results

The data inputs and assumptions described above were used to generate the annual pollutant
load estimates and annual surface runoff volumes for the Smith Bay watershed as well as the
subwatersheds of Water Bay, Sugar Bay and Lindquist Beach. The overall results are presented
in Table 3.1 and Figures 3.1 through 3.5.
Table 3.1 Summary of Total Annual Pollutant Loads and Runoff Volume from WTM
Subwatershed(s)

Runoff Volume

Acres

TN
(lbs/yr)

TP
(lbs/yr)

TSS
(lbs/yr)

FC
(billion/yr)

(ac-ft/yr)

(m3/yr)

Smith Bay
Water Bay

863

55,207

30,567

363,622

255,170

751

925,940

458.5

30,209

16,334

263,384

175,990

544

670,439

Sugar Bay

179.2

23,997

13,988

60,299

43,162

113

139,880

225

1,001

245

39,939

36,018

94

115,621

Lindquist Beach

Annual Nutrient Load Contributions
Overall, the annual pollutant loading from the Water Bay subwatershed appear to be highest
from Water Bay compared to the Sugar Bay and Lindquist Beach subwatersheds (Table 3.1).
The most significant contribution of nutrients comes from non-point source loads in the form of
WWTPs, from both the Margarittaville Village Club (Water Bay) and the Sugar Bay Resort and
Club (Sugar Bay) (Figure 3.1). Comparatively, the annual loading for Water Bay was roughly
similar to the loading in Sugar Bay, but was 30 to 70 times the loading in Lindquist Beach for
Total Nitrogen (TN) and Total Phosphorus (TP), respectively (Figure 3.2).
The nutrient loads for each of the subwatersheds were normalized by their respective drainage
areas to compare the loading relative to the size of the contributing watershed (Figure 3.2).
These results show that Sugar Bay has a higher contribution per acre than Water Bay (about 2
times greater) and Lindquist Beach (about 30 times greater for TN and 72 times greater for TP).
Again, this is primarily due to the input from the WWTPs and is not surprising given the large
difference in size between Water and Sugar Bay subwatersheds.
To get a better understanding of the impact of the WWTPs on the subwatersheds, the annual
nutrient loads without the WWTP contributions are shown in Figure 3.3. Of the remaining
contributions (land uses, channel erosion, illicit connections and OSDSs), the majority of TN
(74%) and TP (76%) comes from the Water Bay subwatershed.
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Figure 3.1 Predicted Load Allocations by Source by Subwatershed (from WTM)
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Figure 3.2 Predicted Total Annual and Normalized Nutrient Loads (from WTM)
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Figure 3.3 Predicted Total Annual and Normalized Nutrient Loads without WWTP inputs (from WTM)
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Annual TSS and Bacteria (Fecal Coliform) Load Contributions
Similar to the results presented for nutrient loads, Water Bay has the highest Total Suspended
Solids (TSS) and bacteria loading compared to the Sugar Bay and Lindquist Beach
subwatersheds (Figure 3.4). Compared to the other subwatersheds, the contribution from
Water Bay appears to be approximately 4 to 7 times greater for TSS loading and 4 to 5 times
greater for bacteria loading. The main contributors to TSS are from land uses and channel
erosion (93%). TSS also comes from WWTP contributions, illicit connections and septic systems
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(about 7% combined). Land use is also a main contributor for bacteria (69%), as are the illicit
connections from commercial properties and residences (25%). Bacteria are also present in
effluent from WWTPs and from OSDSs (6% combined). The normalized loads showed
comparable results, though Sugar Bay has a relatively higher per acre contribution.
Figure 3.4 Predicted Total Annual and Normalized TSS and Bacteria Loads (from WTM)
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Annual Runoff Volume Calculations
Water Bay had the highest runoff volumes, which were 5 and 6 times greater than the volumes
calculated for Sugar Bay and Lindquist Beach, respectively (Figure 3.5). The runoff volumes for
Sugar Bay and Lindquist Beach were comparable. The annual runoff volume is based on the
land uses within the subwatersheds. The higher impervious area from the residential areas, as
well as the roadways in Water Bay contributed to the runoff within the watershed.
Figure 3.5 Predicted Annual Runoff Volumes (from WTM)
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Model Limitations and Future Recommendations

The results presented above are intended to provide a better understanding of relative loads of
each of the subwatersheds to Smith Bay and general pollutant loading trends. The results are
not meant to be absolute values or used for evaluating specific reduction objectives (e.g.,
removing a certain percentage of a pollutant). Instead, the goal is to be able to better identify
and target the sources contributing the greatest pollutant loads within the subwatersheds that
have the most impact.
Although the Smith Bay WTM incorporates field observations (e.g., existing best management
practices, gut characteristics, and illicit connections), many of the input variables used to
develop the pollutant loadings and runoff volumes were national default or regionally-derived
values. For example, for this model impervious cover was assumed based on impervious cover
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coefficients derived from a study on St. John. If water quality information could be used to
calibrate the model, improvements to input data might include:
 Validation of existing land uses and incorporation of land use types based on field
observations. Examples include active construction sites and unpaved roads, which can
be significant contributors to pollutant loads.
 Validation of impervious cover percentages by comparing the existing impervious cover
GIS data to the land use types provided by DPNR.
 Understanding better through studies and/or surveying the different types and designs
of OSDSs within Smith Bay, their performance and failure rates.
 Site surveys for illicit connections and discharges to verify assumptions based on limited
field observations.
 Verifying pollutant concentrations from WWTP effluents at the discharge points.
For future analyses, the model can be improved by using available data, either monitoring data
or modeled data (e.g., N-SPECT data), to compare and calibrate to the existing models. The
following elements are recommended for a future monitoring program:
 Add water quality stations in priority guts and wetlands to support beach and ambient
water quality monitoring programs;
 Collect flow measurements and record stage elevations in guts and wetlands during
storm events, with attention to measurements at outlets at the beach;
 Determine if a rain gauge should be placed in the watershed, or if existing gauges are
sufficient. Coordinate and provide rainfall data for all water quality sampling and flow
collections; and
 Establish water quality parameters to be evaluated at all locations (recommend the
parameters evaluated for the WTM).
As stormwater best management practices (BMPs) are implemented in the watershed, these
BMPs can be included in the WTM and pollutant load reductions can be calculated. Similarly,
gut and buffer restoration projects can be included. The inputs for these improvements include
drainage area and impervious area (to the BMP), miles of stream of stream stabilized and miles
of buffer restored.
Lastly, the WTM model can be used for planning efforts to evaluate the impact of future
development and/or zoning changes may have within the subwatersheds. This is particularly
important for the Sugar Bay and Lindquist Beach watersheds, which are not as developed as
Water Bay and will be more impacted by future buildout. Similarly, these analyses can also
show the benefit of implementing future BMPs and best practices, such as maintaining a gut
buffer, along with buildout to minimize the impact to Smith Bay.
Smith Bay Watershed Treatment Model
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Appendix H
Conceptual Designs

MEMORANDUM
DATE:

August 30, 2017

TO:

Virgin Islands Conservation Society
VI Department of Planning and Natural Resources

FROM:

Brian Laverriere and Joe Henderson, Horsley Witten Group, Inc.

RE:

Conceptual Designs for Priority Projects in Smith Bay Watershed

This technical memorandum summarizes three conceptual designs developed to address
flooding at the Ball field and along Smith Bay Rd., as well as a concept for converting individual
on site systems to a public, small package treatment plant (or decentralized system).
Descriptions are provided below, followed by renderings. Planning level cost estimate ranges
are included, but should be taken lightly.
These concepts are intended to be used to generate further discussion among stakeholders and
implementation partners. Design charettes are a good process for engaging stakeholders and
making decisions about how best to move forward.
Table H.1. Summary of Concept Design Options

Concept

Ball field

Smith Bay
Road

Wastewater
Improvement

Options
Option A
Field Drainage
Option B Park
Expansion
Option 1
Ball field
conveyance
Option 2
Green Streets
Option 3
Green Streets
+ Green Belt
Water Bay
Shared
Package Plant

Description
Minor modifications to Smith Bay Rd. to provide water quality treatment for
existing flows coming towards ball field and wetland. Diverts flows into park and
diverts around field to gut in back. Subsurface field drains to reduce length of
saturation time. ~$350k
Builds on Option A. Land purchase to expand size of park. Adds parking,
education center and demonstration area for various treatment practices. $1M +
Minor modifications for flows at ball field and adjacent wetland only. Included in
Ball field Option A
Addresses drainage starting up near Cubano’s, extensive piping required under
Smith Bay Rd. Provides water quality treatment in road ROW. $1-3M
Adds to Option 2 by recreating surface gut and floodplain through residential
area above Coki Pt Rd. Requires easements and buyouts. $2-$5M.
Construct shared package to serve individual homes and businesses along Smith
Bay corridor currently on individual septic systems. Three phases. $1-$4M
(assuming 40% contingency)

Drainage Improvements at the Community Ball field
Option A: Field Drainage
The design intent for this concept is to propose a stormwater solution that pertains only to
fixing flooding at the ball field, while providing water quality treatment. Currently stormwater
runs down both sides of Smith Bay Road (Route 138) with larger amounts running down the
southern side of the street. Based on field observations, this concept plan proposes two inlet
structures, one on each side of the street. These inlet structures are located near the existing
bus stop and will divert stormwater off the road and into an underground sediment chamber
field with pretreatment sediment tanks beneath the bus stop. The primary function of these
chambers is to allow stormwater to settle and separate out heavy suspended solids, such as
sand and gravel. These chambers will need to be cleaned out with a vacuum truck on a regular
basis.
From the sediment chambers, stormwater will discharge through an outlet pipe which cores
through the existing concrete retaining wall and spills out into the grass adjacent to the
ballfield. From here, stormwater is daylighted (brought to the surface) and conveyed through a
series of bioretention/rain gardens and interconnected vegetated swale that wraps around the
perimeter of the site. Two vegetated swales on either side of the ball field will convey
stormwater north toward the outer limits of the property and eventually discharge into the gut
between the ball field and Pineapple Village.
To manage on site rainfall, a perforated filter system beneath the field is proposed. This can be
either a trench design, or cover the entire field, and would discharge into the perimeter swale
or be piped out towards the gut.
While this design does not alleviate flooding issues on Smith Bay Rd., it does provide water
quality treatment for some offsite runoff and will help reduce time of field saturation after a
rain event. Depending on the type of field drainage provided, planning level construction cost
for this type of project is (at a minimum) $350,000.
Option B: Park Expansion
This concept builds on Option A, but assumes that additional land area can be used for
drainage, parking, and traffic safety improvements, and that the ball field complex can be
expanded eastward to connect with the existing wetland (requires land purchase). This design
expands the recreational use of the property, includes an education center/concession
stand/restroom facility, and offers a formalized permeable parking lot with two separate
entrance and exit drives. The new entrance and exit access drives are intentionally pulled
further away from the existing retaining wall to improve sightlines and safety. The parking lot
will be outfitted with a centralized bioswale to provide water quality treatment for the parking
lot, building and the plaza space. A pedestrian crossing will lead park patrons from the new
parking facility into the park. The design incorporates both current active recreational
amenities and incorporates educational components.

The educational journey begins at the Water Smart Education Center. Here public information
on Smith Bay’s water quality and source impairments will be broadcasted publicly.
Furthermore, hands-on digital media will help interested participants learn more about where
harmful contaminants come from and how green infrastructure through phytoremediation help
breakdown and utilize nitrogen and phosphorous. The journey continues as people move
outdoors. Informational signage helps people of all ages learn and better understand natural
processes put to use by each green infrastructure component of the park. The intent is to
better inform those that care highlighting the major differences between gray and green
infrastructure and how each components role fits into the larger picture for smart
development.
Bridging the gap between stormwater treatment, education and natural resource protection,
the riparian edge and gut creation put a beautiful focal element in the middle of the park.
Integration of the natural environment into the built landscape accomplishes several goals at
once. First, instructive monitoring programs will take groups down the checked gut system as
people can sample the runoff as it is filtered through the soil and plants. Runoff in the upper
reaches, near Smith Bay Road and the Sediment trap will show high levels of pollutants typical
of urban runoff. The group will conduct water quality samples for each step down the system.
The goal is to show incremental water quality improvements. Plants and soil microbes
physically digest high nutrients loads will be demonstrated in each set. Beyond the educational
aspect, stormwater treatment begins with an isolated forebay allowing easy maintenance
access directly off Smith Bay Road. It will be evident when the system needs to be cleaned.
Lastly, the restoration effort will beautify the landscape and optimize viewsheds by using low,
dense growing native plant material.
While this design does not alleviate flooding issues on Smith Bay Rd., it does provide water
quality treatment for some offsite runoff and will help reduce time of field saturation after a
rain event. Depending on the extent of design, planning level construction cost for this type of
project is (at a minimum) over $1 million, not including land acquisition.
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Comprehensive Drainage Improvements Smith Bay Road
Option 1
The simple installation of inlet structures near bus stop to convey flows into the ball field
described under Ball field Option 1. Cost included with Ball field Option A
Option 2: Green Street
The design intent for this concept is to improve the safety and provide stormwater treatment
along Smith Bay Road. As shown in the existing conditions flow path map, an extreme
confluence of 4 separate subcatchments converge at site ID 220. This concept proposes a
glorified sediment trap to control stormwater, separate suspended solids and safely get
stormwater off Smith Bay Road and into an underground pipe network. The pipe network
consists of several inlet structures and drain manholes for maintenance access. The pipes will
convey stormwater down the hill and past the bus stop to where a diversion structure is located
at the intersection with Emerald Hill Road. The diversion structure will be outfitted with a
metal plate set at specific elevations with outlet control orifices to divert and control peak
flows. The structure will divert the water quality volume into the ball field where it will receive
treatment from above and below ground green infrastructure practices, such as rain gardens
and bioswales. During larger rain events, stormwater will shortcut the diversion and continue
east along Smith Bay Road. This will result in stormwater discharging into the existing
Mangrove system as to mimic the existing conditions.
A feature of this concept is the green street approach to improve Smith Bay Road both visually
and environmentally as the people of Saint Thomas grow and adapt moving into the future. As
previously stated, the primary goal is to put a majority of the stormwater coming off the hills
into a closed pipe system underground. The primary goal will transform the current hazard of
the road becoming a river and turn it into ancient history. By taking a majority of the
stormwater off the road, this creates a tremendous opportunity to implement streetscape
improvements both from a water quality perspective and from a beautification standpoint.
Take site ID 115 for example, Puma Gas can revert their ornamental raised planter into a
stormwater planter. This system could catch the first flush coming off the parking lot and
rooftops. Runoff will receive treatment through microbes in the soil and physical plant
digestion known as phytoremediation. The goal is to treat and infiltrate as much runoff on site
as possible before it reaches Smith Bay Road and adds to the problem.
Very hard to estimate, however, costs may be in the $1-$3M range.
Option 3: Green Street and Green Belt
By far the most ambitious concept plan, the intent is to restore the degraded floodplain over
time. As observed and documented by the Horsley Witten field team, a pinch point exists at
the bridge crossing near Pineapple Village heading north toward Coki Point Road. Undersized
culverts underneath the road leads to flooding. The brunt of the flooding is documented and
represented by the large green swath at site ID 223. The objective here is to incrementally
acquire the properties to recreate a natural gut. The ultimate goal is to restore and expand the

lost floodplain. Additional benefits include habitat creation, local flood alleviation, protecting
the existing Pond Palm Mangrove, reducing untreated stormwater from degrading the natural
environment and potentially increasing the property values of the surrounding neighborhoods.
The restoration effort would also work to eliminate the pinch point by incorporating an
overflow structure that would pipe excess stormwater from the green belt into the existing gut
between the ball field and Pineapple Village.
This option also expands on the gree-street concept by adding green stormwater solutions on
every property where an opportunity exists. Over time the incorporation of compounding
green infrastructure can play a big role to help reduce flooding and improve water quality
downstream.
Costs may be in the $2-$4M range, depending on a number of factors.
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Wastewater Improvements
Water Bay Shared Package Plant
The north end of the Smith Bay watershed includes high density residential areas along with
commercial uses. Currently wastewater is managed in individual onsite systems; however, poor
soils and steep terrain make siting systems a challenge. Wastewater discharges pose not only a
water quality issue for marine ecosystem, but represent a major public health concern. There is
an opportunity to construct a decentralized waste water treatment system to collectively
manage this area. The challenge in this area is the anticipated shallow depth to rock,
maximizing the number of homes that can be managed, and finding a suitable location for
treatment and disposal.
Similar to the new VIWMA 25,000 gpd package system recently installed for 200 homes in the
Bourdeux area, this concept is intended as alternative for converting from individual OSDS to a
shared facility with improved treatment capabilities. This would require VIWMA coordination
to determine who would operate the facility, if fees could be collected from users, and what is
the mechanism for requiring hookups. The wastewater concept includes gravity sewer
collection with three wastewater treatment plant location options. Option A would require
acquisition of the abandoned Pineapple Village treatment plant area and installation of a new
wastewater treatment facility. Based on a comparable footprint of the nearby
Margaritaville/Pineapple Village plant, the proposed plant could have a similar capacity of up to
80,000 gpd. Surface discharge of treated effluent to the adjacent gut or reuse for irrigation
could be used for disposal. Option B is to locate a treatment plant on property adjacent to
ballfield, and at a minimum would require acquisition of portion of the property. As with
Option A, treated effluent would be reused or disposed of in gut. Option C is a publicly-owned
parcel on Coki Pt. Rd/Route 388 just north of the Pineapple Village site, but this site may be at
too low of an elevation. Regardless of siting, measures will need to be taken to raise the facility
above floodplain levels.
A portion of the gravity sewer collection system runs parallel to the concept drainage network
on Smith Bay Road and could be installed together, possibly reducing installation costs. This
project could be implemented in phases, where, for example, Phase I would involve
construction of plant and connection of the adjacent homes, Phase 2 would include installation
of main trunk line and hooking up a small portion of the potential service area and Phase 3
includes the build-out of the collection system. The treatment plant could be designed to
accommodate the phased approach as well. As funds become available, more sections of the
potential service area could be brought on line and more capacity in the plant provided.
Construction costs may be in the $1-$4M range, depending on how many phases are
implemented.
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